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A former West Ottawa
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High School student is in Cape

Town, South Africa, awaiting
word on possible heart trans-

'

Allegan Deputies Seek

plant arrangements

Another Car at Scene

Dr. Christiaan Barnard.
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Passenger 'Fairly Good'
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FULL REHEARSAL OUTDOORS-The 140 members of the
honored Holland Christian High School Band put on their
winter clothes Wednesday afternoonfor their first outdoorpractice session on Ottawa Ave. at the Christian High
School to get the pace down pat for the '/big parade."On

and chcs^fn juries”^ WI ^ ^ead undersized, ^partially paralyzed
youth who has been slowly de
Piers was riding in a snow- teriorating.
mobile driven by Cornelius R.
Members of the family arStaat, 27, of 1055 Lincoln Ave.,
ranged for the attention of Dr.
when it hit a large clump of Barnard fb the case two weeks
snow and slid across the road I Igo "through "a trotter'' of Dr!
into oncoming traffic, according Barnard, according to Mrs. Burt
to Allegan county sheriff’s depu- Kenyon of Grand Rapids, a siste who are investigating. ter-in-lawof the boy’s father.
Deputies said the snow vehi According to the report, Dr.

Mark Kenyon
the boy and his mother and
father left Friday for South
Africa; however, she has not
received further word from her
motiier as to how arrangements
!aS ‘'Tr!! n2.rth Barnard wil> explore the pos- are progressing

Monday, they

will

down PennsylvaniaAve. in Washington, D. C, in that Inaugural Parade. The band members will get a royal send-#
off Friday morning at the Civic Center where they will
board the four buses that will take them to the nation's
capital to participate in and view inaugural activitiesof
President-elect Richard M.
(Sentinel photo)
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The Milenkovic car was travelling south on the highway,
deputies said. They added another car reportedly left the
scene of the accident and is
being sought. The car was
described only as a red station
wagon.
Piers was born in Holland
and was self-employed as a
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campaign for funds to1 The band is scheduledto
send the Holland Christian High rive in historic Gettysburg. Pa..
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are investigatingsaid
\iinder Jagt and his staff
car she was driving south
guides hosts and caterers at nn 104lh Ave was struck broad(.ettysburg and Arlington and sjje by a car going east on M-21
the participating naval chap- and drivcn
Anthony Luurt.
lams The band also carries with soma 41 of^ 5530 40th Ave
it a pair of wooden shoes, in
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Dies at Age 78
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when he offered a stroke
which left him partially paraf-epnnnby„C;tk0 Milenkovlc* 62« lived in Kentucky. The mother lyzed. Since then he has ken
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the,
had llved in Ho1- hospitalized in Grand Rapids
Deputies said the snowmobile land, but shuttled back and hospitals
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Friday night when Beverly Joy
GeeWings, 16, of Zeeland, died
in a two-car accident at M-21
and 104th Ave.
Miss Geerlings,daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Geerlings
of 1670 R4th Ave., was pronounced dead on arrival at Zeeland
Community Hospital after the
accident that occurred at 9:02
first traffic fatality of the
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DOUGLAS - Mrs. Christine l,helr 3->'1'ar-<>.ld son John suf78 of West Olivp HipH latP «lualization — Marvin De Witt, 1 Association was discussing
'
.,
, Bennett 92 of 433 Grand St fered lacerations of lhe face.
! : E‘ank»in Schmidt, Lamb, Poel, possibility of using surplus Gn
the band S g ick w dow of Martin Both wcre leased after treatWednesday night in a Lamont
funds beyond the needs of the
tel Bennett died Wednesday eve "lent at the* Zeeland hospital.
nursing home. He had been ill, Ways and nyans - Schmidt. loor for a possible scholarship * j^A^naMis8
cot' nin« at Community Hospital in Mlss Gefr,i^s was a junior
since
R. v. Terrill. Thomas De Pree. fund for summer music camps
fj'
Douglas where ^he hod been a ^!ldenf at, H°i,and Christian
He was bora in Czechoslova-Bert Schuitema, Lawrence in '“omory of Beverly Geer- A,.1(lemv patient for the past 10
Schoo! and a member of
hngs a former band member \ ‘ „in
Mrs. Bennett was born in lJlpu RoJ‘and Christian High
GRAND HAVEN
Ottawa' kia and came to fhe West Olive
Buildingsand grounds-Law-wlw was fatally injured
Saugatuck and had lived there
was a memcounty’s new Board of Super- area in 1931 from Chicago He rence wade< De Pree. Peter De weekend. He also reported on !n8 a walking l(U11’ of Annapolis of ^er
jia(| a her of Third Christian Reformed
visors Monday set salanes at retired from the U.S. Steel Co.
k c j g jj Wj||| g b| a possible contribution to
the afternoon, group W|H raember 0f the Saugatuck Unit- Church in Zeeland and its Young

LAMONT -

cement contractor.

Set Salary

Surviving are the parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Piers of Holland; one brother, Jack of
Holland; two sisters, Mrs. Jack
(Lonna) Bruischartof Holland
and Mrs. Hollis (Carol) McCullick of Jenison; seven stepbrothers and sisters, Mrs. Howard (Delores) Dampen of Overisel, Mrs. Ronald (Ruth) Hertz
of Zeeland, Mrs. June Cody of
Holland,Gordon Hoek of Holland, Mrs. Robert (Lois) Vander Zwaag of Holland. Mrs.
Tony (Judy) Kruithoff of Hudsonville and Glenn Hoek ot
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pay of $30 maximum. Members
will be paid $20 per meeting
for board sessions and committee meetings, and Chairman
William Kennedy of Allendale
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ceremony arranged by the The

band will hold a rehear- ;uck Uaitpd Melhodis? ChuTh
Lawrence Wade and William triri’c
alSr Pa; Kock, Vredevoogd. De Witt. PeoPles state Bank with Bill sal Monday morning in the Ar- with the Rev. Dow Chamberlain
Winstrom * of Holland were tricks Catholic Church, Grand Agriculture, conservation and 000,1 aIld Donald Larsen in bngton V a motel area before officiating.Burial will be in
among a group favoring $1,500 Haven, with the Rev. Francis Camp Pottawatomie — - Lamb,
reporting for parade lineup. Riversidecemetery.
salary but Wade’s substitute Branigan officiating.Burial will Harris Schippers, Hubert ^ay°r kelson Bosnian will The parade is scheduledto be- Relatives and friends may
motion lost 13 to 8 and the orig- be in Memorial Gardens, Grand Henry. Alvin Geerlings, William make a few remarks with re- gi° at 2 p.m^ E.S.T hollowing meel lh€ family at the Dykstra
inal motion carried.Franklin Haven towaship, with military
sponse by Supt. Mark Vender fbe parade, the band will make chapel in Saugatuck Friday
Schmidt of Coopersville headed rites by Sgt. Alvin Jonker of
Public
health
and
solid
waste
Ark f°11()Wed b>' a P' ayer by lho dirpcf t,nP back IIol,and evening from 7 to 9.
GRAND HAVEN-Four more
Post No. 2326.
disposal
Raymond Vander the Rev- William Hillegonds, w«th scheduled arrival at 8 a.m.
youthToharglxi' with
comraiUee
The rosary will be recited at
salaries.
Lean, Donald Williams, Ball,
T™"8, ....... Slippery Dance Floor
the narcotics law in a raid at
Total cost for supervisors’ sal- 8 p.m. Sunday at the Van William Kieft,
lor of ^P0 college will present It was also reported that the 7
7 YVthe narcotics law were arraignZantwick
Funeral
Chapel,
Grand
aries for 1969 will be about $65,ed in Ottawa Circuit Court 000. Supervisorswill continue Haven, where the body reposes. Drains, good roads, parks, a Patriotic s0,° lo close the buses en route and during their LCQuS to Lourt Action
water and sanitation — Schip- ceremony. Police and fire de- entire stay in Washington will GRAND HAVEN— A $100,000
Tuesday before Judge Raymond
to be paid the 10 cents per mile
pers, De Witt. Geerlings. Kieft, Pai'lmenl will escort the group be in constant radio contact damage suit was started in QtL. Smith.
for travel. Average pay for forWilliam
lo tbe c'l.v bm'ls al 7 a
thanks to Bernard Balder, pres- tawa Circuit Court Tuesday by
Thomas R. Woodruff, 19,
mer members was $500 per
Legislative, judicial,
Prior to departure each bands- ident of the Tulip City C-Bers,
Haven woman
Grand Rapids, arrested Nov. 10
year, but most supervisors rehome and education— Williams,man w'11 receive a maroon and a local citizen radio band or- against the owner of a MuskeTerrill,Schuitema.Henry, Van- white 10050 ,eaf souvenier book- ganization. The group has pro- gon bar and dance hall,
der
’
,et- inscribed “Presidential In- 1 vided walkie-talkie equipment Natalie Emery claims she
Building and zoning — De a®ural band. ,n ‘i ai'o included for all Busses, Marcus said, fell on a slippery floor at Club
SJ’Xt'S?. ' w'.'S’S,
M,“f“
Beverly Geerlings
Pree, Winstrom. Kieft, Henry, tbe instructions,parade mater- Accompanying the group will “87" at Muskegon the night of
dismiss the charee which was ^1,,lam Bob,nson was appointSchippers,Robinson,’ Vrede- i«ls and hour by hour itenerary | be official greetings and letters May 6, 1967, and named the Joannp Lind Lurill Mun«l
C|are Br»ma" °f
taken under advisement. ed >» '•ePlace
Tr
in /xf iiAot t r\\rr\ Spring Lake district3 who reEmployes at Beech-NutInc. at voogd,
dur,ng the t0l'r- Tlhe l)0(,kl«I P'^pared by Mayor Bosnian, owner, William Thornberry,asi d
’n at" home and
635 East 48th St. were off their i Three state committees re- was ProPared bV Konrad MarThese will be presented to WilMrs Nicholas (Sally) Weeber
Michigan“Drive,'
^
jobs for two hours Friday af- quired by state constitutionfol-'
Reniy n' Van bam Reaver, mayor of Gettys- : She also claims that her of Holland; her grandmother,
alao arrested at the college,
Monday3
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ternoon a.s Holland police and low : menial health,
that "here wild be lo firemen searched for a bomb Laan; social servicesand so- idenWifationbadges and will of AnnapolisMd. and Congress- places in the fall, while dancThe unfounded report was cial welfare. De Kock, Poel 1)6 associated.wl.thlheir ,uSga8e man Vander
ing, and blames the owner for
Feb. 10, He also pleaded innoT
»
telephoned to the company and Geerlings; Grand River ;and ass,8nfd busses b>' fot,r Engraved wooden shoes,
-ing too much wax on the
cent to another charge, sale of
aB edu
8
the name of the City of Holland, floor.
shortly after 2;30 p.m. Friday. Watershed Council-Roscoe De different colors.
..
. .....
selling marijuana,and hU trial ; uf
h “
A switchboard' operator told Vries, Robert L. Murray and
d TlWilHt„7v™!.ehr-nlpaHfH ' He was elected over Claude police an anonymous woman Kennedy,
Broman
in made the call with the warning The board voted monthly payinnocent when charged with 0Uhof' runneruP
, , t0 on
(he Re.
to the effect, “You have a bomb ments for the $2,500 salary
Foci I publican ticket; Earl Neault, in your
set Monday. AdditionalcomM„Le Rpmfrf, also a Republicancandidatein Police receivedthe report at pensation such as $20 per diem
A
'he primary; Arthur Nadort, 2:47 p.m. and workers were [or boaid and committee meet28, of 409 Columbia Ave.,
a
Democraticcandidate, and A. J. evacuated while police, detec- *n8s and 10 cents a mile milecharged with possession
Meeusen.
lives and firemen scoured the a8p will be paid separately.
marijuana.
Alan Wctterman 17 Grand The board is meetin8 a8ain building with Beech-Nut fore- Robinson reportedthat some

f
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Michigan.

The ice storm closed hundreds
of schools in Iowa and Illinois.

m

Telephone officialsreported “90
small towns” in northern Iowa
without long-distanceservice.

ALLEGAN —

Mrs. Roseanna

Local Doctor Inducted
Into

a Fellow (member) of the
American College of Surgeons

;

;

'

______

1

I

past weekend with bis mother, tbe Holland Board of Realtors,i son Corners cemetery,
v4>

•{,

7
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Surgeon Society

Dr. Robert P. Albers of Hoi*
land was recently inducted as

injured.

cated at 17th St. and Pine Ave.

liOcal road crews spread a
mixture of salt and sand at
most mtersections and most

n

Adema was taken by his wife M. Brinklow, 77, of Allegan,
week in St. Mary’s Hospi- j e s>
to St. Mary’s Hospital in Grand died Wednesdayat the Allegan
tal, Grand Rapids, for treatRapids where he was admitted Health Center,
ment on the kidney machine Slate Services
Funeral services for Mrs. and reported in satisfactory| Surviving are three daughters,
after she experienced a brief
setback in her condition. She is John (Josie) Heck, 82, of route condition.His nine-year-oldson, Mrs. Lucile Van Norden of Hoinow back to the schedule 1, Hamilton (Bentheim), who Jack, riding with him, was not | land, Mrs. Lila Aurand of Battle
which will lead to a Kidney died Wednesday morning at a
Creek and Mrs. Dorothy Hoptransplant in February. local nursing home following a
Ottawa sheriff'sofficers said kins of Allegan; four sons,
The Rev. Floyd Bailey has lingering illness,will be held the snowmobile had gone, Maurice Thorpe and Ervin
announced that there will be a Saturday at 2 p.m. from the through the orchard and went Brinklow both of Allegan. Robspecial collection for the Dek- ; Bentheim Reformed Church, over a snowbank onto Eighth ert Brinklow of Kalamazoo and
ker fund at the Central Wes- Friends and relativesmay meet Ave.
Charles Brinklow of Holland;
leyan Church Sunday services, 1 the family at the Dykema Fun19 grandchildren;seven greatJan. 19, and there willalso be eral Chapel, Hamilton, tonight The Veteran’s Administra- grandchildren;several nieces
a planning meeting at the from 7 to 9 and Friday from 2 tion at Detroit announces the I and nephews,
church Thursday at 7 p.m. The to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
appointmentof Hazen Van i Funeral services will be held
meeting ia open to the public,
Kampen, local realtor, as a Friday at 2 p.m. at the Gorden
is called to plan further proDonald Smith of Chicago, V A. fee appraiser and prop- Funeral Residence, Allegan,
jects to aid the Dekker Fund. son of Mrs. Theresa B. Smith, orty management broker. Van with the Rev. Earl J. Zager ofCentralWesleyanChurch is lo- 151 East 14th St., spent the Kampen is a past president of ficiating. Burial will be iifHudlast

cautious pace.

j

was slated at today’s meeting.
came
Id'" jrhTtetl0bnoafdddeCdd:I
out of an apple orchard onto ,
n • ii
collected toward the $10,000
ed that planning and zoning
goal of the Dekker Kidney
Eighth Ave. just north of M-45 MfS. R. DNIlklOW
should be under its own comand went into the path of a
transplant Fundi, it was reportmittee. not under the legislasouthboundtruck driven byiQ|0S
AIICQCHI
ed today.
live committee. The 11th com- Raymond Meachelli 61i Coopersr
rcrl
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Freezing rain left all roads
ice coated today and early
morning traffic moved at a

er tonight with occasionalrain
and temperatures in the mid4() s Friday, continuing mild
for the weekend. Wednesday’s
high was 29 and the low 25.
Other areas of the Midwest
fared worse. Ice glazed high*
ways across much of Minne*
'sola, half of Wisconsin; north*
ern Indiana and nearly all o!

presidingjudge of the disrict
court, on operation of the
courts. Two courts currently
are in operation in Grand
Haven and Holland and a third
I is being located in the eastern

’S^N
“acturedndknReeaP;f5

The old board’s 2fi commit- JEr

$5,638.64 Total

Coated

traveled roads cleared some*
what toward noon. The tem*
peratureat 11 a m. was 33.
Predictions tailed for warm*

.....

s,als mKltinBS rpnl]irpdhv law ! "Iaaystate meetings required by law

10.

Ice

t

parking lot
h
(.
d
explosives in any part of the I972 and *1 important such
Dake Corp. at Grand Haven, 0 hmo(ion 0hf Rbohert Visscher ; building
improvements be considered in
and Elaine Mane Darasgaard, , o[ Hol|andi ,he board voted ^ ' building.
Workers
returned
and
produc- the county-wideplan.
18, of 119 West 10th, Holland,
The board will consul Germeet on the second Monday of tjon was resumed at 5 p.m.
charged with larceny from a each month in addilion t0 the Frid
ald Van Wyke of Holland,
Fridav
store, pleaded guilty and will be

Roads Are
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plant.”

ate
at

|

Jagt.in

Zeo-*

land.
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week from a

:

Mrs. Jacob Geertags of

REPRESENT HOLLAND— Bermuda's

annual

goodwill golf tournament teed off under sun-

ny skies with 57 teams from four countries
participating.Picturedhere on the first tee
of Bermuda’s Castle Harbour golf course is
the team . representing the American legion
Golf Club, Holland. They are from (left to

right) Warren Prince, Pat Cioffi, Duane Van-

denberg and Charles Knowles, Jr. The tournament ended Saturday, played on .Bermuda’s top three golf courses — Belmont,Castle
Harbour and the Mid-Ocean. The foursome,
who missed the cut on the final day, had
rounds of 65-70-68 in the four ball tournament.

at the college’s annual clinical
congress in Atlantic City, N. J.
Dr. Albers was one of 1,518
surgeons inducted in the ceremonies. The college is a vol«
notary scientificand educational association of surgeons,numbering 29,000 in 88 countries.
. A Holland native, Dr., Albers
is a general surgeon, and had
practiced in Holland since February, 1963. He was a pracficing surgeon in Grand Rapida
for two years before
<

here.
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Zeeland

Fines Paid

Serviceman Robert Bredeweg
left last Friday for duty with

Dave De Witt

Karen Batter Becomes

Bright Spot

Bride of Dennis Boeve

the Air National Guard.

In District

For

Mrs. Bessie Greenhof will
observe her 83rd birthday anniversary on Jan. 19.

Court Here

Mrs. Anthony Ver

Any coach

has spent time in the hospiti]

recently. •

>

Gebben

victory over Grandvillein the

AWARDS GIVEN—

Pluister,1969 Zeeland Junior Miss, present a
Several awards were prespecial award to Roger Lamer while other
sented at the annual boss’s banquet of the
award winners, Robert C. Bennett, Fred
Zeeland Jaycees Tuesday evening in Bosch's
Restaurantin Zeeland. Left to right, Jaycees.^Veldhuis and Scott Piers look on.
(Sentinelphoto)
president Marv Schaafsma and Miss Laura

$15; Anna Van Dyke, of 641 cuk) Christian Reformed
Church. Rev. Ouwinga spoke on
160th Ave., right of way, $15;
“God’s Messengers” in the eve-

|

Miss Gertrude

Van

Haitsma

Michael A. Combs, of 152 Lake gave a brief farewell message
Shore Dr., red light, $15; John to the congregationat lethel
A. Holthoff, of 143 Blain Ave., Christian Reformeed Chu.ch on
speeding,
Sunday evening. Miss Van
Helen G. Haveman. route 1, Haitsma will return to Nigeria

Distinguished Award

$15. “

assured clear distance. $15; as

te,acheL,. ,n

th€
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Narcotics
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Steart, Muskegon,
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speeding.$15; Brian D. Kooi
ker. of 35 East 29th St.,
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Church St., Zeeland, no
mirror, $5; Ruth N. Boss,
1055 Lincoln Ave., stop sign.
$13; Walter Van Ry, of 170 Hope
Ave., careless driving. $10;
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community over the

Monday, opening day
uary term of
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12;45
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relegated to the bench.

2nd Lt. Gordon J. Bosch

Gordon

J.

Mrs. Dennis Jay Boeve

mum

Bosch

Commissioned

went into a zone defense.
Not only did the zone help
Gosselar, but it also kept
Grandville’s Bill Warner outside and after scoring 11 points
in the first quarter he garnered
only two against the zone.
Holland managed to convert
but one of six bonus free shot
situationsin the half, but still
held a 31-29 margin when the

at Holland Nov. 24, was sentenced to Ionia to 18 months
to five years, with the mini- teams went to the dressing
recommended. Orosco, room.
who was given credit for 61 First half shoeing saw Hoidays already served in jail, was

special award to Roger Lamer,

of

of the Jan-

court. '

Richard C. Orosco, 19, of 257
East Ninth St., Holland, charged
with attempting to enter a bar

of th« raftmg0ther
was hj»Wi*hti
the presentation
of a

pulled Mrs. Juella Brower of
Zeeland from her car when it
backed into an icy creek near
Zeeland, and the presentation
De \S itt,
Washington, Jan 16 gt
k. of a certificateof appreciation
assured clear distance. $12, er wiU be the
Paul
to Scott Piers from the Jaycees
Stuart J. Compagner, Hamilton, brander, who has just returned for the work he did during the
summer with the teenage danrl^ht ,° Jay’^13'
, from Mexico.
Bert Kraak, of 239 North
^ jnvj^d t0 a^end ces sponsoredby the Jaycees.

jail

terms in Ottawa Circuit Court

,

1

was

other persons were given

«

’

trouble

further foul trouble the Dutch

his services

their

hindered by

as the high scoring and rough
reboundingsenior forward committed his third foul with 2:46
left in the first quarter and

training center at Ionia and six

ad- Bennett provided funds for
218th anoth€r boy to be sent to Boy’s
Francisco State in June in addition to the
i5an rrancisco> two sponsoredby the American
School ^ion.

wiu
. ho!d
. ...... "

was

GRAND HAVEN - A Holland outset of the second quarter
and for his protection against
youth was sentenced to the

outstanding

Slip™
ci^JIhv.
pnuinment *13

K»

hope there are many

changes” before the next game.
Holland, looking sluggish and
not being aggressive, still managed to trail only 15-13 going
into the second quarter against
the hustling but for the most

Gosselarwas inserted at the

land Jaycees Tuesday evening
»" a tobogganingparty on in Bosch's Restaurant.
1 ^"day evenmS wlUl their faThe award was presentedto

!

Send

3 to Jail

"f"'

side

is:

Cases

Service Award at the annual

Bennett for his

“let’s

Holland

Lumber Co. in Zeeland,
warded !•* Distinguished

«

Pierama said following the win,

Dave Gosselar’s foul

Bennett

I

HoUand High fieldhouse Tuesday night but as coach Don

part ineffectiveBulldogs.

R. C. Bennett

T

ZEELAND — Robert C. BenJohnny Thomas, Grand Rapids, School on Thursday, Jan. IBassured clear distance, $10; Herman Ten Harmsel and the nett. owner and manager of
.

vic-

Holland High School’s basket-

Bethel, participoted at the intance. $15; Bonnie L. Walker, atallation service of the Rev.
route 5, assured clear distance, EllsworthDykstra at the Bor-

way. $15;

escape

ball team registereda 62 - 51

Lincoln Ave., assured clear dis-

Rebecca J. Paris, of 118 West

to

But then there’s always
the next game to look forward
to and improvementsto be
made from the previous game.

was the guest speaker on Suneral days were the following: day morning at the Bethel
Bruce Hammond, of 1055 Christian Reformed Church. The
Rev. Menko Ouwinga, pastor of

,

happy

is

tory.

land district court the last sev-

.

Dutch

from a ball game with a

Hoeven

Hoi- seminarian Nelson

Persons paying fines in

15th St., ri$ht of

1969

16,

arrested by Holland officers

In

who

caught him trying to pry open
a door at Ed’s Bar, Holland.

U.S. Air Force

Three youths were sentenced

The

(Pohlerphoto)

Miss Karen Sue Bakker and bell sleeves. A circular headDennis Jay Boeve were united piece held her scalloped veil in
matching color and she carried
Gramivillp t
91
in marria8e Tuesday at 8 P‘ma colonialbouquet of white
onhem"
per in the First Reforraed ChUrch pompons and red carnations.
of Zeeland by the Rev. Adrian
cent.
Mrs. Carla Kelder, sister of
Newhouse.
The taller Dutch were able
The bride is the daughter of the bride, and Mrs. Sharon
to hold only a slim 22-19 reMr. and Mrs. Harvey Bakker Boes, bridesmaids were dressed
bounding margin over the Bullof 618 East Central Ave. Zee- identically to the matron of
dogs in the half.
land, and the groom is the son honor. Lisa Bergman, niece of
Leading 38-37 and facing the
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Boeve the bride, was miniature bride.
possibility of- suffering their
of route 3, Holland.
The best man was Jake
first VCC loss of the year
Mrs. Edwin Boeve played Boeve, and Gary Boersma and
the Dutch finally clicked and
appropriateorgan music and Ronald Boeve, brother of the
played some fine basketball,
Norm Vre^eveldsang in a groom, were groomsmen. Jerry
both offensivelyand defen-

Jk

Tw!

top

to jail terms for violating the
Gordon J. Bosch, son of Mr.
narcotics law. John Jacobusse,
a Chorale in Sacred Concert District Jaycee Vice President and Mrs. John Bosch, 246 West 19, Saugatuck, charged with
J3, Ray R. Keech, Concord, fgatm-jjg the Megnachord-Bel A1 Meyer presented the Jaycee 16th St., and husband of the possessionof marijuana, was
singers
eve‘ of the Year Award to Fred former Karen Bekius, has been placed on probation for two
Jousma. of 263 West I7^us?e
17th St.. Cant0
ningj Jan
26> aton
9 pSunday
in Dim.
years, and must pay $150 in
Veldhuis for services in the club commissioned a second lieutenalighting from street side of
nent Chapel, of Hope College.
fines and costs.
during
the
past
year.
ant in the U. S. Air Force upon
car, $10; Jeane E. Haverdink.
Paul V. Jacobs, 21, Grand HaBennett , t h
Distinguished graduationfrom Officer Trainof
west 28th St right
Service Award winner, is a ing School at Lackland AFB, ven, arrested for possession of
way, $13; Eugene H. Phillips, of dav Jan 13
marijuana, pleaded guilty,was
church decorated with arched Kelder and Ronald Dalman
504 West 21st St., speeding, $25. | Genit Blauwkamp will cele- member of the Board of Appeals
Texas.
placed on probation for one
in
Zeeland,
the
board
of
direcbrass candelabra, two altar ushered in the guests and Todd
Clarence J. Beelen, route 1, ^rate jjjg g5th birthday anniHolland scored 16 of the next
Lt. Bosch, selected for OTS year, must serve 30 days in jail
tors of the Zeeland Hospital,
a
bouquetsof red carnations and Mulder was miniature groom.
improperturn,$13; Dick Arens. :versarySundav Jan.
,
20 points to take a commandand pay $100 costs.
white snapdragons and ferns.
of 118 East Ninth St., improper peteJ. Staal -is a h0Spjtai pa. past presidentof the Zeeland through competitive examinaA reception was held in the
Julian Shepherd, 20, Grand ing 54-39 lead. Dave De Witt’s The bride, escorted to the
turn. $13; Stanley J. Hamburg, *jent f0n0Wing
Rotary, past commander of the tion, will report to Vance AFB,
church fellowship hall with Mr.
eight
points
during
the
drive
altar by her father, wore a
of 850 Maple Lane, Zeeland,! Area residents are 'invitedto ^erican Ugion and is present- Enid, Okla., for pilot training Haven, arrested July 21 for sell- paced the Dutch.
and Mrs. Lyle Mulder as masing LSD at Marne, was placed
peau de soie A-line gown fearight of way. $13; Michael Zuv- : attend the Bach Festival at the £ S€7mg 0D
2661811(1 8611001
ter and mistress of ceremonies.
De
Witt,
besides
leading
the
on Feb. 4.
on probation for two years, was
turing a sweetheart neckline,
erink, of 430 East Central, Zee- Reformed Bible Institute on BoardMiss Gayle Vanden Heuvel and
game’s
scorers
with
25
points
A Holland High graduate, Lt. sentenced to 60 days in jail
long-pointed sleeves and a deland, speeding. $15; William A. Jan. 31 though Feb. 2.
Invocation was given by WilDale Mast poured punch, Mr.
on eight field goals and nine
Bosch
received
his
BS
degree
and
must
pay
$1$0
in
costs.
He
Blair, of 209 West 25th St., im“How Faith Begins and liam Gruppen Jr. Marv Schaaf- in civil engineering from Mich- was given credit for 10 days of ten free throws, did a fine tachable chapel train. Both and Mrs. Alvin Davis and Miss
dress and train were decorated
proper turn, $10; Pamela S. j Grows” was the theme of the sma, president of the Zeeland
Connie De Boer and Bob Gorsjob on Warner in the second
igan State University. He has served in jail.
with lace rose motifs accented line attended the gift room, and
Vander Bie, of 890 Washington, morning message presented at chapter of Jaycees, introduced
half holding him to eight points,
been
home
on
leave
since
Dec.
Claude
Ralph
Hart,
23,
of
6433
with pearls and sequins. A
improper turn,
' the
Third ChristianReformed the guests. Miss Laura Pluister,
Anna and Marsha Boeve, sisfour of those after the game
scallopedveil of silk illusion
Herman Kronemeyer, of 127 church on Sunday. The Rev. Zeeland's’ 1969 Junior Miss, 20 and has been visiting his 146th Ave., Holland, who plead- was decided.
ters of the groom, passed the
fell from a cabbage rose headWest 21st St., right of way, $15; Eugene Los, pastor of Third gave a reading “A Death in the parents and his wife’s parents, ed guilty Dec. 17 to assault on
guest book.
For the game Holland outMr. and Mrs. Benjamin Bekius, John Schiebeek of Holland at
piece accented with pearls. She
Wayne D. Breuker,of 333 East Church, spoke on “God's Love Family.”
rebounded
the
Bulldogs,
54-38
After a wedding trip to Flor215 Calvin Ave. His wife will Holland State Park, July 18,
carried a cascade bouquet of
Lakewood Blvd., right of way, for the Unlovely” in the evewith
Zweering pulling
ida, Mr. and Mrs. Boeve will
accompany
him
to Oklahoma.
was
sentenced
to 90 days in jail.
red
and
white
carnations.
$15; Roger A. Sitzema, Hudson- ning.
down 15 rebounds, Max GlupHe was given 35 days credit.
Matron of honor, Mrs. Bon- reside at YLlVi Cherry St., Zeeville, right of way, $5; James
Leonard Vanden Bosch and
ker, 12 and Gosselar, 11.
Herbert
Hayward,
20,
East
nie
Bergman, sister of the bride, land.
Blauwkamp,of 10307 Felch St., the Rev. Eugene Los representAlong with De Witt, whose
Grand
Rapids,
charged
with
at
wore
an A-line empire waist The bride is a student at
assured clear distance. $15; ed Third (Christian Reformed
25 point effort was his sixth
negligent homicide in the trafgown of red serano featuring a Grand Valley State College and
Ronald Lee Overbeek, of 1468 Church at l^r'Classismeeting
straight 20 point or plug game,
Mrs. Albert (Alice) Lubbers,
fic death of a Wyoming City
large bow in the back with a the groom is employed at Sandy
Post Ave., right of way, $15; today.
Glupker and Gosselar each
84, formerly of 45 East 18th St.,
| girl May
20, 1968, near Hudsonrounded neckline and scalloped Ridge Turkey Farm, Zeeland.
Arnold Hoek, of 343 West 33rd
Mrs. B. Ter Haar has entered
bagged 11 points.
ville, was sentencedto 60 days
St., improper backing, $13.
the Butterworth Hospital for died early Wednesday at HolGrandville was paced by their
land Hospital following a short
The monthly meeting of the in jail and must pay $100 costs. guards, Warner with 21 and
Jerome J. Kobes, of 74 East surgery on Friday.
illness.
A.
Family Service and Michigan He was found guilty in a non- Steve Van Volkinburg with 12.
30th St., driving with obscured Kenneth Witteveenleft for the
jury trial after Linda Alma, 15,
She
was
born
in
East
SaugaChildren’s
Aid
Society
Auxiliary
vision, $10- Adrian C. Vander armed services on Jan. 13.
was killed in a traffic accident
71
Sluis, of 999 Bluebell Dr., ex- 1 Alvin Stephensonhad surgery tuck and was a lifelong resident was held at the office at 680
Rot,ert an“n8ham o' Ganof this area. She was a member Washington Ave. Monday at 8 at FillmoreSt.
pired operator’s license, $5; | on Wednesday, Jan. 8, at Holcent while Grandville made 19 g?,a was one of 32 foremen and
Earl Deal, 46, Nunica, formerDOUGLAS
William A.
of the First Baptist Church, p.m.
Steven Hosmar, Muskegon, as- j land Hospital,
of 52 shots for 37 per cent in- 2?*® Personnel from Baker
ly
of
Grand
Haven,
charged
Holland.
Mrs. Eskill Corneliussen preKelly,
71,
of
4077
65th Ave.,
sured clear distance, $15; Shir- i Exams will be held at the
who
with nonsupport, was found eluding a frigid seven of 28
toured the Baker Furniture route 1, died Tuesday morning
Surviving are four sons, Hen- sided at the short business
ley Necke Dooley, of 178 West | Zeeland High School on Jen. 21
the second half.
guilty by a jury Dec. 6 and
Show Rooms at the Merchan34th St. right of way, $15; 22 and 23. The first semester ry, Ben and Lambert all of Hol- meeting and announced that the
Holland, now 6-1 on the seaat Community Hospital here
was sentenced Monday to serve
dise Mart in Chicago
Daniel Schaap, route 5,’ speed- will be ended on Jan.
land and Alvin of Wheeton, 111.; club has provided good used
son and 5-0 in the VCC, travels
90
days
in
ja»!.
tog
1 Mrs. John Gras celebratedfive daughters, Mrs. Edward clothing and baby furniture to
Elaine Kessler was a guest
he
a Pat,ent
to Muskegon for a conference
Mrs. Rosalind Burch, 18, MusRick Allen Nyenhuis, of
81st birthday anniversary (Jennie) Boeve, Mrs. L. J. (Su- 11 foster parents. Persons wish
of Rosemary Stremler last lor tlle Past t%0 weeksbattle
with
Mona
Shores
Frikegon Heights, found guilty by
96th Ave. Zeeland, speeding,:00^ecsanl Cannes and Mrs. Leo (Jo- ing to donate such articles are
j Before his retirement he had
day.
a jury Dec. 11 of negligent hom$15; James Marvin Frye Jeni- A clmrch wido skating party hanna) Inderbitzen all of Hoi- asked to call one of the memThe
Women’s
Society
of
been a businessagent for the
Holland (62)
for all ages
will be held
for land, Mrs. Carl (Alieta)Mannes j bers. The Auxiliary is extend- icide in connection with a trafChristian Service of the Ganson, improper turn, $15:
,
f
FG
FT
PF
TP
National Maritime Union and
fic death near Holland last Aug.
Lee Dreyer, of 4367 112th Ave., members of the First Reformed’ of Jenison end Mrs. Shirley ing invitations to any women
Glupker,f ...... 5
1
1 11 ges United Methodist Church
29,
was
placed
on
probation
was a former member of the
railroad signal, $15; Sandra K. dmreh at the Paramount Rol- (Rose) Turner of Grand Ra- interested to join,
Gosselar, f
4
3
4 11 will meet Tuesday evening at
pids;
34
grandchildren;
Project for the evening w a s for one year and must pay a
ExecutiveBoard of the CIO.
Nyenhuis, of 1406 96th Ave., Iarjade 00
_
Zweering, c ..... 3
1
5
7 the church. Mrs. Orrin Ens$50 fine.
great-grandchildren;
one
sister,
> the
stuffing
of
envelopes
for
Zeeland, speeding. $15; Larry
Barense and P a ^ ®
De Witt, g ...... 8 9 2 25 field will give the program. Surviving are the wife, FlorVander Hulst, Wyoming, assur- Meeuwsen were the Junior CE Mrs. Gertrude Pieper of Hoi- the agency. Lunch was furnish- Joseph E. Dayson, 24, Coop- Overbeek, g .... 0 0 1 0 The hostesses for the evening ence; one brother, John Kelly
ersville, charged with unlawfuled clear distance, $15; Hen- l6aderes00 Wednesday evening, land; and one sister-in-law, i ed by Mrs. Jack Bergsma.
Steininger, f .... 0
0
1
0 will be Mrs. Lee Stick and of Madison, Wis.; and two
Attendingwere the Mesdam- ly driving away a truck from Boeve, D./c ...
rietta Katerberg. Jenison, no Jan. 8. LuAnn Beltman was the Mrs. Grace Vos of Zeeland.
Mrs. J. S. Chase.
1
i
3
es Corneliussen, Robert Palma, the Coopersville Auto Auction
insurance. $20; Robert V. Geof- IntermediateGE. Leader
Pete, g ......... 0
Ganges Home Club will meet nieces.
0
i
0
Elmer Knoll, Hardie Wilson, Nov. 10, was placed on proba- Munson, c ......
The Rev. John Hams of the
Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Wilfrey, of 456 West 22nd St., im1
0
0
2
^Jergsma, Martin Van Staal- tion for two years and must pay De Boer, g .....
Faith Reformed Church spoke
liam Van Hartesvetld in Fennproper backing, $10.
0
0
2
0
E.
on “What Keeps Prayer
-.i, O')
duinen, Melvin Hahn, Robert $150 costs.
ville.
Boeve, T., g .
0
1
1
1
William Walwood, 24, Grand
Being Answered'”’ at the SunQl
Houtman and Robert Van ZanThe Just Us Girls Club was
Haven, arrestedfor malicious Leenhouts,g ... 1 - 0 1 2
at
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Mrs. A. Lubbers
Dies

Children's Aid

Age 84

Has
Meet

Auxiliary
Regular

hifVd
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TIM'S
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24.
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Saturday. t

29-

week.
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From

Mrs. John Heck

JUtCUmDS

South Blendon Zu:rL7Tor^\

ten.

^„
1963
Mrs. John Uosie, Heck, 82, of

Also present were Ken Phelps, destruction of

a

car window,
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Wabeke was the theme of the evening route L Hamilton, (Bentheim), new director of the Agency must make restitution, pay $150
hosted a dinner party at their sermon. Mrs. Raymond P Ea- died Wednesday at a local and Miss Audrey Navis who is costs and serve two years’ prohome Saturday evening for their ton furnished the special music nursing home following a linger- to be the liaison between t h e bation.
ing
I office and the auxiliary.
nephew, Phillip Geerts. who is et the evening service,
A lifelong resident of the
leaving for service with the The Senior^Jli and Junior Hi
»
Armed Forces; and their broth-. RCYF groups of Faith Re- theim area, she was a member
er, Junior Elenbaas who had formed Church will participate of the Bentheim Reformed
a birthday. The thirty-eight in the worship services of the Church. Her husband died in The Rev. Milton Doornbos
Elenbaas relatives present were church on Jan. 26 and Feb. 2.
had as his subject Sunday
from Gaylord, Hesperia, Bor- John Vande Vusse underwent Surviving are two sons, Julius
morning “The Folloy of Preachculo, Jenison, Hudsonvilleand surgery last Tuesday at Holland and Maurice both of Bentheim;

illness.Ben-

Engaged-

uOYCU lO
m,

Blendon. HospiUl.Dan,
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Van

South

ing.” The Rev.
ten grandchildren,two sisters-topjc Sunday

•

Miles Runk,
Goodwin end
Heukelum visited their parents, Robert Clark are in charge of
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Van Heuke- this year’s cooperative training
lum Sunday afternoonat their program at the Zeeland High
home in
Scho01- The students involved

S

Kalamazoo

Mrr

Mr. and Mrs. Preston Vrug.

j"

^

Vtunninir (eking related courses at school.
Seven students are working at
had supper Sunday and spent
the Zeeland Community Hospi
the evening with Mr. and Mrs.
tal as Pinkies. They are Marcia
Jacob A. Vruggink.
Boersen, Marcia Diekema, JewThe Rev. Bartel Bylsma from ell Leetsma, Diane Meeusen,
North Blendon was the guest ; pflt prince and Valerie Streur.
minister here for the Sunday Scott Weenum is working in the
evening worship service, while x-ray department.
the Rev. lyauis Harvey was at
Other co-op students are Howthe Vriesland Church. Delores ard Huising, Elaine Keyzer,
and David Vander Wal present- Doug Mersman, Ron Wittingen,
ed a vocal number for the spe- Pat De Haan, Nancy Timmer,
cial music at the evening ser- Faye York, Tom Den Bleyker,
vice.
Gordon De Roo, Ron Driesenga,
Cottage Prayer meetings will Ben Gras, Bern Schipper, Each
be held next Sunday night fol- student will be graded on his
lowing the evening church ser- school work and also be graded
vice.
on his work by his employer.
There will he a Christian Life
The Rev. and Mrs. David
and Witness Course at the Bea- Doyle worshipped with the converdara Reformed Church at 9 gregation of the North Street
p.m. on Jan. 19, 26 and Feb. 2 Christian Reformed Church dur
ing the holidays. They are misand 9.
Jan. 23 there will be a roller sionaries in Crown Point, N.M.
Paul De Vries led the discusskating party for the entire
congregation at Terry Hall, sion at a recent meeting of the
Young People of North Street
Grandville.
oinb- onri

1

E.

.

Dykstra’s

evening was

m-law, Mrs. Ben Ten Brink of “God’s Power Through Upheld
Kalamazoo and Mrs. Edward Hands.”
Vander Poppen of Bentheim; Classis Zeeland will .meet
several nieces and nephews. Thursday in the First Christian

Reformed Church.

Zeeland.

Christian Reformed Church.

Elder H. Geurink and Rev. Dyk-

The cantata,“Hallelujahfor
the Cross” by John W. Peterson, will be presented at the
Easter program at the Faith
Reformed Church. The cantata
will be under the direction of
the Rev. David W. Smits.
The address of the Rev. and
Mrs. Vernon Sterk, missionar-

stra will attend.

Mrs. Henry Geerts is scheduled to enter St. Mary’s Hospital in

Grand Rapids Monday for

surgery.
Phillip Geerts, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Geerts left Monday
for a two year term of military

service.

•

The

Calvinetteswill meet
Apdo. 479. Cuernavaca, Morel- Monday evening and the lesson
os, Mexico. The Sterk’s lived in topic “Send Someone Else.”
John Geurink plans to celeZeeland ’until recently. Mrs.
Sterk was a teacher at the Zee- brate his 81st birthday Saturday.
land High School.
In celebrationof the 50th Nursery attendents appointAnniversary of the American ed for next Sunday are Mr. and
Legion, the District is planning Mrs. John R. Bosch and Judy
joint Legion Auxiliarybanquet Weenum.
on Friday, Jan. 24, at the Amer-v
ican Legion Memorial Home.
Holland Hospital listed two
The speaker will be former Le- new births Tuesday, both boys.
gion Department of Michigan Jeffrey Lee was born to Mr. and
Commander,Jack Carey. Carey Mrs. Leon Hoeve of route \
is also a member of the Board Holland; and Scott Allen was
of Michigan Veteran’s’ Facility bom to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Dubin Grand Rapids.
bink of 3704 56th St., Hamilton.
ies,

Mrs.

Callaway

Dies

Age 88

01

is GIF Language School,

Miss PatriciaAllen

Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Allen
of 3000 Whitmore Lake Rd.,
Ann Arbor, announce the en'

gagement of their daughter,
Patricia, to Michael Fogg, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Fogg,
2451 Lakeshore Dr., Holland.

Miss Allen is a junior at
Eastern Michigan University
and Mr. Fogg is a senior at
Hope College.
The wedding is planned for
Feb.

15.

Totals ...... 23- 16

Mrs

Etta

M.

Callaway, 88,

who made her home with her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr.

FG FT PF TP luncheon.
Mr. and Mrs. Laron Simpson
Timmer, f ..... 0
1
and Mrs. Frederick MacDonald,
Broughman,f . 1 4 5 6 and son Scott of Columbus 564 Lawn Ave., died Tuesday
Wohlford, c ....
2
3
4
7 Ohio, were guests of her par-

15

.

g

Warner,
...
10
Van Volkinburg, a 6
Zonderman, g . 0
Arnson, c ......
Herrema, f ....
.

1

1

21

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bil-

0

0

12

lings.

0

1

0

evening at Holland Hospital following an extended illness.

She was a member of Hope
Mr. and Mrs. James MulholReformed Church.
len
were
in
Pennsylvania
to
3* 1
3
Surviving besides Mrs. Mac
0
1
0 visit his father who was ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Sim- Donald are one son, T. E.
Wolters, c .....
0
1
0
Hanna, c ...... . 0
1
3
1 onds returned home Thursday Callaway, who is serving with
from Green Bay, Wis., where the U.S. Navy in Jacksonville,
Totals ..... . 19 13 22 51 they spent the holidays with Fla.; five grandchildren,and
their daughter and family, Dr. eight great-grandchildren.
and Mrs. Gordon Valentine,
Grace Church Guild
Mrs. William Broadway and Etta Fox Questers
Hears Talk by D. Paul
Mrs. Connie Barnes returned
Hear M. De Ridder
The Guild for Christian Ser- home Sunday from Chicago
where they spent the holidays The Etta Fox Chapter of Quesvice of Grace Reformed Church
ters met Monday at the home
held its first meeting of the with relatives.
new year in the fellowship Mr. and Mrs. Harold Johnson of Mrs. Willis Kools.
spent a few days in Florida.
room Monday evening.
M. De Ridder presentedthe
Mrs. Terry Van Rhee greeted His mother accompanied them program on rocks which includand she will remain for the
the guests.
ed the Petosky stone, the Michwinter.
The Rev. Henry Zylstra led
igan state stone, which is found
the Bible lesson entitled,“The
predominantly in the Petosky
Unveiling Purpose.”'' Miss Su- Snowmobile Rally Set
area. He remarked that beautisan Van Liere sang two solos Jan. 25 at Teusinks
ful stones are a result of t h e
accompanied by Mrs. Ray
glacier period and that a rough
Schutt.
The second annual snowmo- stone picked up by a river’s
program was given by bile rally will be held Satur- edge was the first weapon and
Daniel Paul, assistant profes- day, Jan. 25, at Teusink’s farm the first tool of man.
sor of education at Hope Col- on West 32nd St.
Mr. De Ridder added that
lege who spoke on the subject
Races will be held on the there are many beautiful and
“Alcohol.”
one-fourth mile track as well unusual stones to be found in
A brief business meeting was as an obstacle course and cross the area including granite on
conducted by , the president, country race.
the beach at Glen and fossils
Mrs. Don fluisman. Closing Races will begin at 10 a.m. and petrified wood on the beach
thoughts were given by Mrs. and will end at 3 p.m.
south of Saugatuck.
Larry Prins.
The snowmobile rally is sponThe Dec. 9 meeting was held
Hostesses for the evening sored, by the Y’s Men’s Club of at the home of Mrs. Will Scott
were Mrs. James Becksvoort, the Holland-Zeeland YMCA. En- who presented a program on
Mrs. Jack Van Hoff and Mrs. try blanks are available at lo- “Woman and "the Use^of’AntL
cal snowmobile dealers.
Robert Rosendahl.
ques”
.

A

11

,

\ V

20

Grandville($1)

entertainedin the home of
62 Mrs. Don Karaus on the Lakeshore Friday with an afternoon
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Engagements Announced

Wedding Vows Spoken
In Hudsonville Church

Commendation
Medal Awarded

Area Junior Misses Are

To Sgt. DeGraaf

Finalists for

Staff Sgt. William

A.

Awards

De-

Graaf has been awarded the
Air Force CommendationMedal for meritoriousservice in

Vietnam from Sept. 12 1967 to
July 11,

1968.

De Graafs

citationwhich
accompanied the medal said he
“distinguished himself my meritorious service as Control
Technician on an Operation
Crew, 620th Tactical Control;
Squadron, Monkey Mountain,
Republic of Vietnam.
Sgt

Duane H. Perry

Duane
Miss

Mary

Kleinheksel

Mr. and Mrs. Nels Kleinheksel of Fullerton,Calif., formerly
of Holland, announce the engagement of their daughter,
Mary, to Kenton Mitchell, son
of Mr. end Mrs. -W. Mitchell
also of Fullerton.

A

late

H.

Perry

Miss Lois Slenk

summer wedding is

being planned.

To Replace

Mr. and Mrs. Bert

Slenk,
route 5, announce the engagement of their daughter, Lois,
to Bruce Volkers,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Volkers of route
2, Hamilton.

Gene Emerson

1

Miss Slenk, a graduate of Reformed Bible Institute, is a
missionaryin Palo Alto, Calif.
Mr. Volkers is a senior at
Western Michigan University.

Zeeland Junior Miss
workbook describingand

Holland’s Junior Miss, Linda

years of YMCA experience, with the Michigan Junior Miss
having served in Lansing,
Moline, 111 . and Detroit. His
Miss Hein, daughter of Mr.
previous experience included and Mrs. Donald Hein of 171
camping, various phases of East 37th St., has been named
youth work, adult work and

Pageant.

styled, set and
|

combed out

the

hairdo which featured a bang
draping to the right side and

^H'ng

into soft swirling curls

at |^e s*de-

The same

one of the five finalists in state [’ur*s were featured
competitionin the hairstylingroTn! :._cr,<wn..a_n,.u ,au

His family includes his wife.
Staff Sgt. William DeGraaf

illus-

Hein, and her Zeeland contem- trating their efforts,
portry. Laura Pluister, have Linda's workbook showed her
been named finalistsin separ- hairstyle which she entitled
ate contests held in conjuction “The Michigan Curl.’’, She

general administration

Mrs. Ronald ’A. Nienhuis

Laura Pluister

Linda Hein
Holland Junior Miss

The Board of Directors of the
Holland-ZeelandFamily YMCA
has announced that Duane H.
Perry has been employed to
succeed L. Eugene Emerson as
its executive director. Mr.
Perry brings to the position 25

loose

ln

the

Laura’s workbook showed
how she planned and would ExeMiss Pluister, Zeeland'sJuncute a party following a Spanior Miss, daughter of Mr. and
ish theme. She made a Spanish
Mrs. Larry Pluister of 134
Pinata out of tissue and crope
South Church St., Zeeland,has
paper to center the table setbeen named one of five finalists
ting. Judging was based on
in the hostess award competition

award competition.

Ruth, and three daughters.
Marcia, a sophomore in high

A ceremony Thursday evening Iron of honor, Mrs. Ronald Kooiperformed in HillcrestChris- enga, Mrs. Jerry Nagelkirkand
tian Reformed Church of Huda skl11 aad mil, at.ve aided imwho was marrieJd (hj
Miss Donna Vruggink as bridessonville united in marriage
measurably in identifying and sllmmpr
are rapmb(^ o|
maids
were
attired
in
A-line
Miss Arloa R. Vruggink and
solving numerous problems en- he Fi ( M(>hodlst Church 0,
originality, attractiveness, etigowns of ruby velvet with long
Ronald A. Nienhuis.
countered in the accomplishportion of the state pageant.
Warren.
quette and menu.
The bride is the daughter of sleeves outlined with lace.
ment of his duties.
Both titlists were informed Both Miss Holland and Miss
• Perry has a B A. degree from
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Vruggink They carried muffs with red
“The energetic application of
late Thursday by long-distance Zeeland will be among local
Michigan
State
University
in
roses.
of Hudsonville and the groom’s
his knowledgehas played a
Junior Miss winners parading
social work. The family will be telephone
John Jansen attended the
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
significant role in contributing
moving
to
Holland
as
soon
as
Winners
of
each
contest
will
at the final contest.Finalistsfor
groom as best man with MichNienhuis of Borculo.
to the success of the U.S. Air
possible.
be
announced
Saturday,
Jan.
18,
the
Michigan Junior Miss Title
ael,
Steve
and
Gary
Nienhuis
The Rev. Henry Van Wyk ofForce mission in Southeast Mr. Emerson has assumed at the time of the final per- were selected at various regionMiss Kathleen Lorna DeWitt
ficiated at the ceremony per- assisting as groomsmen.Alvin
Asia. The* distinctive accomthe position of personnel and formance of the Michigan Jun- al pageants held earlier,
formed in a setting of candel- Nienhuis Jr. lit the candles
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. De plishments of Sgt. De Graaf
Miss Suzanne lexer
purchasing manager for Monroe ior Miss Pageant at Pontiac The two area winners were
and
Dale
and
Dwayne
Nienhuis
abra, kissing candles with bouMr. and 'Mrs. Egbert Texer.lWittof 1043 West 32nd St., Hoi- reflect credit upon himself and Industries in Grand Rapids.
Northern High
eliminated from state winner
quets of mums. Mrs. Arthur seated the guests.
27 East 27th St., announce the land, and Vail, Colo., announce the U.S. Air Force."
In
entering
their
separate
competition at the regional held
Monroe
Industries
is
a
diviA reception was held in the
Nyhoelt, was organist, Mrs.
engagementof their daughter, the engagement of their daugh- Sgt. DeGraaf returned home sion of Donnelly Mirrors, Inc. categories, each compiled a in Portage.
Hudsonville
Christian
School
Elmer Brummel, soloist and
Suzanne, to Michael Ristau, son ter, Kathleen Lorna, to Richard from Vietnam Sept. 7, 1968 afwith Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Ronald Geers as trumpeter
of Mrs. B. Durfee, 1407 West Allen Dirkse, son of Mr. and ter a year of duty with the
The bride, aipproaching the Muilenburg as master and mis- Lakewood Blvd.
Mrs. Herman Dirkse of 1967 Air Force in Da Nang, Vietaltar with her father, selected tress of ceremonies.Arlene
nam.
Mr. Ristau is presently serv- South Shore
a gown of mormosa organza Plaggemeyer,Connie Van ing with the U.S. Navy.
A r4n*
t/\/J s\ U
o n/4
'
Miss De Witt attended Hope After spending a leave at
Admitted
to Holland
Hospital
with a bodice featuring a scoop- Boven and Ruth Van Doeselaar
A May wedding is being plan- College and is now attendinghome with his wife, the for- Thursday were Lee Roy Mooned neckline, midlength sleeves arranged the gifts and Miss
Katherine Gibbs in Boston, mer Janice Tenckinck and his ey, 11045 James, Zeeland; Mrs.
ned.
embroidered with lilies of the Marilyn Hemmeke and Alden
Mass. Mr. Dirkse attended Hope son, William Jr. the De Graafs Albert Seme, 361 West 18th St.
valley. The sheath skirt ter- Arendsen presided at the punch
College and Ferris State Col- left for Topsham Air Force Edward Oosterbaan, 135 West
Cl • Carlin c* i Kn 1014 United Presbyterian Women the home of Mrs. Leon Kraai,
minated in a wide chapel train bowl.
Site, Maine. They are living at 20th
a
u..
are inaugurating a new pro- 579 West 29th St.
an her elbow veil of imported Followinga northern wedding
A late June wedding is being 64 MerrymeetingRd , Bruns- Beach Dr.; Susan Husted, 391 .......
..... ....... .
gram of study-involvement
fori In February women who are
illusion fell from a lace trim- trip the couple will make their
planned in Dimnent Memorial wick, Me.
next ihree^ months. The As- involvedin social and political
med florentine headpiece.She home on route 2c Zeeland.
Chapel on the Hope College .Sgt. DeGraaf is the son of
The bride is employed by the
carried a bouquet of red roses,
sociation
and leadership in the community
Campus.
Mrs. Wilma DeGraaf, 333 East
Jenison Farm Bureau. The
white mums and pompons,
sewin«
er<)uP wiu
Will tell how and why they are
Lakewood Blvd. He enlisted in East Ninth St.; James Bussies, the same
involved.The March meeting
Mrs. Donald L. Geers as ma- groom is a farmer.
route
5.
the Air Force after graduation
With the Lay EducationCom- will consider the relationshipof
Also admittedThursday were
from West Ottawa High School
mittee, United Presbyterianone’s Christian commitment and
board voted unanlpbously to
Margaret Datema, 121 West 17th
in 1962.
Women will provide study-dis- involvement in the world.
hold another millage election
St.; Cornelius Harthorn, 1222
on that date, Monday, February
West 32nd St.; Mrs. Elbert cussion opportunities which are
\
24.
Robinson, West Olive; Tony open to all women of the church
and the community. The objecSlagh, route 2; Mrs. Robert Van
Open discussiontook place,
tive will be to provide experVoorst, 360 East 24th St.;
wherein citizens expressed sevAt a meeting of the Holland eral points of view and varied
George Bocks, 3642 Lakeshore iences that encourage a Chris
Set
PTA Council held Thursday plans to aid the success of the
Dr.; Edwin Boven, 1731 Wol- tian woman to understand and In Horticulture
value herself in the multiple
night in the administration of- millage proposal.
verine.
The
Evangelism
Committee
of
fice of E.E. Fell Junior High
DischargedThursday were role of homemaker, citizen, and Mrs. W. H. Burlingame of
A canvas of the electorate,
Calvary Christian Reformed Mrs. Raymdnd Vander HuLst volunteeror paid worker, and
School, discussion centered either by phone or mail, was
Birmingham, was the special
Church, 405 Beeline Rd. is and baby, route 2; Mrs. Marion to face realisticallythe factors
around the forming of a drug suggested,in hope of learning
guest speaker of the Holland
sponsoring an institute on De Geus, 172Mi West 30th St.; involvedin choosing her life
committee to study conditions precisely why the December
Garden Club Thursday. She
Evangelism beginning Thurs- Marcel Rivera, 261 West 13th pattern within these roles.
throughoutthe city. The com- 16 vote was predominately
spoke on “Therapy through
day, Jan. 16, at 8 p.m.
Miss Sharon Fay Dekker N
On Jan. 15, at 9:30, at the Horticulture.’’
mittee plans to work through negative.Possible reasons ofSt.; Mark Dykstra, 572 Butterinstructortor the meetings !nul Dr . vicki whjtsett New First Presbyterian Church,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Dekthe police department.In com- fered were too heavy tax burMrs. Burlingamearrived in
wiU be Arme Snoeyinkof Grand Richamond. Mrs John Nyboer Mrs. William Rocker will admenting on the drug conditions den, dislike of school adminis- ker, 2543 North 120th Ave., anthe morning and had a special
Rapids
who
has
conaucted
sueand
babyi
3M
West
mb
-st
dress the group on the role of
Don Ihrman, superintendent of tration, disfavor with school nounc®
engagementof
cessfui training programs in clinton Nichols 16877 Tv,er women in American life. Fol- meeting with the Garden TherHolland Public School, said board, and dislikeof school ex- ^e,r d^gliter,Sharon Fay, to
apy chairmen, Mrs. Frederick
Bethel Reformed and Montello Kevjn Hirde
Anili
lowing this the women may
Jason Zwagerman, son of Mr.
that there were 14 drug con- penditures.
Meyer, Mrs. Ronald Boven and
Park Christian Reformed as Charles Turner, 930 South Wash- choose to discuss one of these
victions in Holland last year, . Donald Watts of Grand Ledge and Mrs.* Wilbur Zwagerman,
Mrs. Earle Wright with Carroll
Miss Sharon Fae Nelson
well as other churches.For 11
three topics: “The Christian
several of which were heroin. spent Sunday with his mother, 96th Ave., Zeeland.
ington.
Norlin, Jeffersons School prinyears
he
has
been
a
teacher
in
Woman; Her Multiple Role,”
The meeting was conducted Mrs.- Martha Watts at the
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford A. Seymore Christian School and
cipal at Jefferson School. Also
led by Mrs. John Stewart; “A
by Mrs. Hubert Overholt, presi- Albert Koning home.
Nelson of Atlanta. Ga., an- has also served as a director
present was Miss Judith Chap$50,000
Study of the Gospel of Mattdent of the PTA Council.
Mrs. Lena Petersonof Grand
nounce the engagement of their ot the Summer Workshop in
man, teacher in the orthopedic
hew,” led by the Rev. William
A nominating committee was Rapids accompanied Mr. and
room.
daughter, Sharon Fae, to Missions and SWIM team.
In
Burd;
“Issues
and
Answers
—
named for the e'ection of offi- Mrs. Clovis Dornan to BradenThomas R. Arendshorst, son of
The group went to Holiday Inn
the Midwest Sunday GRAND HAVEN
cers to take place on March 6. ton, Florida where they will
Harold Studies: from Concern MagaDr. and Mrs. William Arends- School Convention held in
for a luncheon and then returnOn the committee are Paul De spend several weeks.
horst* 379 West 31st St.
ed to the Woman’s Literary
September
Maagd of Federal School, Rich- The Rev. Price of Grand
^tt '
Rapids.5 Thursday^sUrt^f tee
Miss* Nelson will receive her
Club for the dessert tea and
Mr.
Snoeymk
instructed
on
the
|ed
suit
inP0l(awa
Circuft
court."*
°Pe"
t0
the
Public
ard Bates of Lincoln, Mrs. Tom Rapids was guest speaker at
B. S. degree in elementary
meeting.
Carey, Longfellowschool; Mrs. the Fenville Bible Church, Sunto recover 550,000 damages in From 11:30 to 2:30 p.m. the
education in May from DePauw
Mrs. Burlingame spoke about
I Junior High
,0
recover
daraaBes
inl
From
11:30
t0
James Olsson, corresponding day morning.
r
connectionwith a traffic acci- program is of specific interest
University, where she is presitherapy
through horticulture
The
meetings
at
secretarywho also is a repreI
to members of United PresbyThe FennvilleFire Departdent of Pi Beta Phi.
among mentally and physically
Church are open to the public;
sentative of Maplewood;Sher- ment answered a call to the
Plaintiffs
claim
they
were
terian
Women.
This
will
be
a
Mr. Arendshorstreceived his with a special invitation to
handicapped children and
win Vliem of Montello Park home of Santiago Gonzales on
both injured July 28, 1968, in a time for sewing, mission proB. S. degree from DePauw Uniamong
geriatric patients. She
young
people
and
will be held
School, Mrs. Ed Voss of Van West First St. The fire was
collisionon Beacon Blvd. in jects, and committee meetings.
versity where he was a memeach inursdayevening begin- Grand Haven Kraf‘t c7ajms he An afternoonBible Study will had many items with her showRaalte and Mrs. Sheldon Wet- caused from an overheatedoil
ber of Sigma Nu, Phi Beta nmg Jan. lb through Feb. 20
was driving north and his car begin at 1:30 p.m. Infant care ing the work she does and also
tack of Washington.
burner, extensive damage was
Kappa and Delta Omicron Chi. from 8 to to uiiuuBii
9
p.m.
topics
win
by a car driven by and pre-school church educa- showed slides.
In other business the Council done to the first floor.
He attends the Universityof
Mrs. Verne J. Schipper and
vary each evening and will per- Helen Brandt, Evanston, 111., tion will be provided during all
made plans for a meeting in Harlin Fazer entered DougMichigan Medical School.
Mrs. Huger Burnham were
tain
to
communicating
the
fact
September when all city PTAs las Community Hospital Saturwho was driving
of the sessions.
The wedding will be in June
door hostesses an the tea was
of the gospel.
will meet to hear the report of day for treatment.
The Krafts claim the Brandt The day is designed so women
at St. James Methodist Church,
in charge of Mrs. August Over*
the University of Michigan surcar went over the median s' rip may come an go according to
Miss Susan Vojvodic left
Atlanta, Ga.
veys, and also a meeting on Friday for Portland, Oregon
at Jackson Ave. Kraft's wife their interests'.
interests.ForTorae'n
For women who
who
witb t_he theraP>’ corami‘F.
May 22 when all school PTA after spending her vacation
was a passenger in the front can attend only in the evenings, * _
Miss Sherry Jane Wieland
and Council officers will set up with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
an evening circle will meet at
seat at the time.
at
a program for the coming year. Charles Vojvodic.
R.
Mrs. Kenneth
Mr.
Mrs. Morrie Tubergen and
Mrs. Keith Undsburg Mrs. | wjg,‘and^543 Ave., SaugMrs. Hannah Doornbos. 84, of
Paul Klomparens will be in Wilham Bush, Mrs. Edd Knoll, atuck announce the engageDies at
71
96 East 20th St., died Friday
charge of a special meeting en- Mrs. Ruth Lesperance ^ and ment 0j their daughter,Sherry
noon at a local nursing home
titled “Meet Your Candidates Mr. and Mrs. Me Donald of
GRAND RAPIDS - Jacob R.
Jane, to Franklin E. Lamb,
following a lingering illness.
for School Board” to be held Pullman were guests of Mr.
Mast, 71, of Jamestown, route 2,
She was born in Muskegon
son
of Mrs. Leonard E. Lamb,
in the spring. Attention also and Mrs. William Wesby of
Hudsonville.died at Butterand came to Holland 21 years
137 Water St., Saugatuck.
was drawn to the November is- Pullman, Saturday evening.
worth Hospital Thursday evenago. She was a member of the
,
A
March
15 wedding is being
sue of the PTA Magazine which Mrs. William Bush and Mrs.
ing following an eight month’s
Maple Avenue Christian Replanned.
contained an article entitled Lesperance won the prizes.
illness.
formed Church.
“Teacher Negotiatiorisand ConFrank Peterson -entered HolHe was a member of the
Surviving are the husband,
tracts.” Lunch was served by land City Hospital Sunday, for Home Furnace Adds
Jamestown Christian ReformFred B. Doornbos; two sons,
Mrs. Overholt.
treatment.Warehouse in Texas
ed Church and was a retired
Bernard F. of Denver, Colo.,
Attendingthe meeting were
Specialist 4 Ronald L. Bond,
carpenter.
and Arie F. of Grand Rapids;
Mrs. Tubergen, vice president; son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Home Furnace Division • of
Surviving are the wife, Jeanfour daughters, Mrs. James
Mr. Klomparens, teacher vice Bond, of route 3, serving in Lear Siegler, Inc., announces
ette; five sons, Robert J. of
(Jeanette) Lappenga of Phoenix,
president; Mrs. Olsson. corres- Vietnam with the Third Bat- new and expanded Southwest: Grand Rapids, James at home,
Ariz., Mrs. Arthur (Genevieve)
ponding secretary, and the fol- talion (air borne) of the 503rd ern warehouse faclities for their
| Alvern and Gordon L. both of
Stavinga of Evergreen Park,
lowing school representatives: Infantry was recently awarded mobile home heating and coolJenison and Rolland of Hudson111., Mrs. Gerald (Winifred)
Mr. De Maagd, Federal; Mrs. the
Commendation ing products in the Manufacturville: one daughter, Mrs. Robert
Van
Ham
of South Bend, Ind.,
Hardie Wilson, Holland Heights; Medal.
Bond’s actions ers and SuppliersWarehouse,
. Specialist
Sp<
'(Betty)Zeinstra of Jenison; 13
and
Mrs.
Arnold (Edith) LapMrs. Norman Japinga, Jeffer- were in keeping
’ Miss Sally Ann Reister
with the high- 7204 Burns, in Fort Worth’s
K'
grandchildren;- one brother,
penga of Holland;17 grandchilson; Mr. Bates, Lincoln; John est traditions of the Military Richland Industrial Park, Fort
Nicholas R., apd one sister, Mrs.
dren:
18
great-grandchildren;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Andrew
F.
ReisSinger, Longfellow; Mrs. Marty Service and reflect great credit Worth, Tex.
Bert Walcott both of Drenthe;
one
brother, Herman Japenga
If
ter
of
9802
Lake
Michigan
Dr.,
Hardenberg and Mrs. Ronald upon himself, his unit, and the Administrationof this latest
three sisters-in-law,Mrs. John
of Ravenna; three sisters, Mrs.
Appledorn, Van Raalte; Supt. United States Army.
addition to the rapidly expand-, West Olive, announce the en|R. Mast of Holland, Mrs. JenE.
A. Scholtens of Grand Raof
their
daughter,
Ihrman and Mrs. Overholt.
On Thursday the former ing network of Home ware- gagement of their J. Pon- pids, Mrs,. Dirk Medema and
nie Mast of Zeeland and Mrs.
Rev. Thompson, now from houses will be handled by Lou Sally Ann, to Donald
Henry R. Mast of Drenthe.
Mrs.
Henry
Buter
both
of
Mussouthwestern district
stein, son of _ Mr. and Mrs.
Saginaw anu uau^,,,vl, 1-luut
— ______

^
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and Caralee visited in

M

manager for

this
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•
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kegon.
the local manu- Gerrit Ponstein, route , Zee-

facturer.
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Mr. and Mrs. Paul Le Fevre area. Caralee was air overof Whitehall are the parents of night guest of Juanita Nally. Home entered the mobile A July wedding is being plan- Cras/i /nvo/ves Trucks
Two trucks,^ a pickup driven
a baby boy, John Charles, ‘Mrs. Philip Smith underwent home heating field in 1960 with
. „ ,
.. . hy Herman Blok, 59, of 197
born January 6. Mrs. Le Fevre surgery at Douglas Commun- the introduction of their patentity Hospital,
ed Miller Gun Furnace and has Births at ..ecland Hospital West 26th St., an a van type
is the former Eleanor Larson.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Hans
and
continually expanded their pro- today included a son, Timothy driven by Victor Hubert
The Fennville Board of Education met Monday evening. family of Chicago spent the duct lines which now include a John, born to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas, 27, of Battle Creek,
Mr. Martin stated that a mil- weekend with Mr. and Mrs. G. wide range of capacities in gas, Gary Adrianson, 0-1312 Bauer collided 11:25 a.m. Thursday at
lage election could be legally Edward Work and visited their oil and electric furnaces plus Rd., Jenison, and a son, David Washington Ave. and 35th St.,
held February 24, or thereafter. mother, Mrs. John Hans, Sr., self-contained air “tonditioning 1 Dean, born to Mr. and Mrs. according to Holland police who
In a motion by Ed Raak, at Douglas Community Hospi- specificallydesignedfor mobile James Vander Meulen, 7245 cited Blok for making an imi22nd Ave., Jenison.
proper turn.
supported by Ron Prentice, the tal.

Tuesday.
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Improper Overtaking

ZEELAND —

-

^
1*

j

Cars driven by

Lee Kraai, 'of 1615
South Maple St., and Donald

Ricky

16,

difficult time reaching this mailbox, let alone trying to identify

John De Free, 52, of 351 East
Central, collided on Central
Ave. 200 feet west of Maple
St. at 5:20 p.m. Wednesday,

the occupant, were he a new carrier or perhaps a substitute.

according to Zeeland

.

MAILBOX BURIED — A

..

rural mail carrier would. hhve a

Many

police

ot the mail boxes are in this same condition and
who cited Kraai for Improper
persons are requested to dig around them if they expect the overtaking in passing a turning
mail to be delivered on
(Sentinel photo) t vehicle.

time.
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Engaged

District
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Area Relaxes

Lesson

Many

With No New

Sunday. Jan. 19
Early Reactions to Jems

Work

Court

Mark 2:1-12, 15-17
By C. P. Dame
>, When Jesus lived and worked

Is

in Palestine people reacted variously to Him. Today people
The Home of the
Holland City New*

Tr*n'itil>”

Little or no snow over the
weekend provided a welcome re-

Publishedevery

munici.

ri

system

the them to preach.
has presented some complica
Sentinel Printing Co.
I. Teamwork counts. After
Office. 54 •
We*t
tions, but court functions are
Eighth Street. Holland. making a tour in Galilee,Jesus
“shaking down” and Holland
Michigan 4942.1
returned to His home in CaperSecond clas* postage paid at
districtcourt has been procesnaum. In a short time people
Holland. Michigan.
sing many cases.
knew He was back and came
W. A. Butler
county
to His
w
Ilia house,
uuuar, which
wmui was soon The three Ottawa
- ---v disEditor and Publisher
crowded with people. Suddenly trlct
have adopted Telephone
four men carrying a sick man *en^ative schedule of fines for
News Items ...............292-2314

M

W*

and more snow almost every
day since Dec. 7.
Ground depositsleveled off

Several fines have been paid
in a windup of work in Holland
MunicipalCourt for 1968. As of

at 22 inches Monday, and street

Snow depth Saturday had been

Jan. 1, all traffic tickets and
other legal matters are handled
through district court operating
in the same quarters on the
second floor of Holland City

26 inches.

HaU.

Parking restrictionsremained
in effect, limiting parking to

Jose M. Villaqeueva,18, of
293 Lincoln Ave., was put on
probationfor two years on a
charge of careless driving. He
must pay $334.68 for restitution
of damage and $5 a month ov-

crews concentrated on removing
snow from overburdened areas
instead of plowing the streets.

-

StxiII

on a mat came to the door roul'ne traffic offenses, and
Bubscriptions............. 392-2311 but they could not get in no ?ome adjustments may be made
The publisher shall not be liable
for any error or errors in printing one moved for the m. The lnr.theMure,
Miss Judith Ann Schurman
any advertising unless a proof of names ^-of these four men we i 0ne change in the new court
such advertisingshall have been
wall0n a
Mr. and Mrs. Walton
Schurobtained by advertiser and returned do not know. We do know that systen).isthat R costs on
by him in time for corrections with they had compassion and wore f?”vlu ,?n 5 065
state. In man) 521 West 27th St., an-

one side of the street in residen-

Advertising

tuil neighborhoods, generally

'

eliminating parking on the north
Miss Christina Miller

and east sides except where

every ana

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Miller otherwise posted.
Temperature at 11 a.m. Monof route 4, Ionia, announce the
such errors or corrections noted
day was 21, and intermittent
sympathetic
and
wanted
to
get
the
"^'a™
c01!1^
a
speeding
nounee
the
engagement
of
their
engagement
of
their
daughter,
plainly thereon; and in such case
if any error so noted is not cor- healing for their friend. We al- 1 J“e..whlchpreviously called for daughter, Judith Ann, to Charles Christina Miller, to John Hol- sunshine helped thaw streets.
rected, publishers liability shall not so know that these men were J10 n"e and $2 costs now calls ' Sorensen Bosch, son of Gerald
Holland has had snow on the
den, son of Mr. and Mrs. Anexceed such a portion of the
ground
almost continuously
J. Bosch, 1075 South Shore Dr., thony Rutgers of Douglas.
entire cost of such advertisementdetermined.They showed it by lorIlf.;101f,;e “d *5
since a snowy weekend Dec. 7.
as the space occupied by the error their
uJ.oh,n,.Ma ,Jen, Jr- “ .COf!* and the late Mrl Bosch.
Mr. Holden was recently disbears to the whole space occupied
Most of this snow disappeared
The house had a flat roof t*nu‘ni the Holland court which Miss Schurman is a graduate charged from the Navy.
by such advertisement.
in four or five days, but snow
and there was a stairway on pecupies municipal court quar
One year. $6 00; six months, the side. The four climbed to ters on the second floor of City of Chic University of Cosmetoloreturned a few days before
13.30; three months. 11.73; sing’.i
gy of Grand Rapids.
Christmas,developing into blizcopy. 10c. U.S
and possessions the roof, which was made of Hall. Judge Jacob Ponstein of
Mr. Bosch was graduated
subscriptionspayable in advance tile, made a hole in it and Grand Haven continues the
zards on New Year’s eve and
and will be promptly discontinued
on several occasions since. The
let the sick man down in the work at Grand Haven in City from Chicago Junior School, Elif not renewed
Subscriberswill confer a favor house right in front of Jesus. Hall but plans call for moving gin Academy, and Ellis BusiDecember snowfall totaled 35
by reporting promptly any irreguthe court in a few months to ness College, all of Elgin, 111.
inches.
Everyone
saw
it.
The
ingenularity in delivery. Write or phone
ity and persistence, of these the new addition under con- He received his Bachelor De!

t0

deed.

Court Finale

spite for Holland residents who
had become conditioned to snow

,rom

costs.

A

TO GERMANY—SP/4 David
W. Doornewerd, 19, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Doornewerd, 948 Butternut Dr.,
who was home on a 25-day
leave followingcompletion of
the automotive repair course

at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Md., left on Thursday for Ft. Dix, N.J., fc:
assignment to Germany. A
1968 graduate of West Ottawa, Doornewerd took basic
at Ft. Bragg, N.C., and AIT
at Aberdeen.

wuu»c

:V0,

The problem of what to do

“

:

.

te win people to Jesus Christ. UP a court “i Hudsonville City ted with Western Machine Tool
with the hard-corejobless has
Works of
"* Holland.
II. Jesus commends people Hall but some remodeling
been a tough one and under the
for their faith. “When Jesus required before a full program
An October wedding Is being
Office of Economic Opportunity
saw their faith. He said unto gets started.
planned.
a good deal of money has been
Boundaries for the three
the sick of the palsy. Son, thy
spent to solve the problem.
sins be forgiven thee.” This courts have not been fully esThere is little doubt that some
man needed physical healing tablished, but M-45 serves gen-

-

---

'

sin.

’

’

‘

dill.

:

-

f

Jerry

'

!
God.
!

i

i

01

‘

J'5;

$12.
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Mrs. L. Purdy

Dies at Age 84
SOUTH BEND, Ind. -

Mrs. L. C.
Martha E. Purdy, 84, of Douglas, died Saturday evening at Dies

S
st-

Robert Jay Vander Wege,
of 917

i
fr
SOLDIER WOUNDED Sp-4

James Hull

JoaePh Ho®P*tal here fo^ow;
in8 a four-week illness. She had
been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Alice Carver.

Ired

Mrs. Purdy’s husband,

Lue,

Surviving

are three sons,

of Holland

is recovering in the U.S.

Army

Hospital at Camp
Zama from wounds of the

tance, $10.

arm received in action
in Vietnam in December.
left

Hull, who is engaged to Delores Callaway of 285 East
Ninth St., expects to be dis-

charged in July.

John L. Loos, of 176^ East
18th St., imprudent speed, $27;

Beatrice Paauwe, of 302 West
20th St.1, improper turn. $7;
Keith A. Kleis, of 2559 William
Ave., careless driving,$15; Jer-

ry W. Winn, Grand Rapids,
careless driving, $17; Lewis
Teninga, of 1264 Beach, right of
way, $12; Richard Postma, of 48

West 37th St., improper turn,
$10; Richard Brandt, of 155
West 31st St., left turn from
right lane, $10.

Darrow Meeusen, of

Age 86

He had lived near Holland

Stickney, III., and Mrs. Ida B. he was employed at the Sligh
Custeau of East Hampstead, Furniture Co.

N.

H.;'

14 grandchildren;25

great-grandchildren, four brothers, John Kremmin of Michigan,

;

August Kremmin of Idaho, Paul
Kremmin of Florida and Fred

1

Kremmin of Illinois; three sisMiss Mary Kremmin of
Ann Arbor, Mrs. Anna Shaffer
ters,

Survivingare the wife, Cornelia; two sons, Henry of Chicago and John of Zeeland;two
daughters, Mrs. Winifred Postema of South Holland, 111., and
Mrs. William Den Besten of
Hamilton;12 grandchildren; and
27 great-grandchildren.

PROMOTION - Roger L.

Infantry Division. Specialist

Randall J. Bakker, of 323
West 20th St., assured clear distance, $15; Lawrence Brouwer
of 381 Riley St., assured clear
distance, $10; Paul C. Mitchell,
of 1710 Lakewood Blvd., right

Maynard is a truck driver
with Company B of the divi1

£

and

Funeral Rites Held

fnom the

Holland area are currently en- For
rolled at Southern Missionary

Russel A. Picard

Rd.. assured clear distance, $12.

students

Fennville

James

Missionary College

Two

Earl L. Speer, of 99 Clover
Ave., assured clear distance.
$10; Donald Hield, of 1265 Marlene, carelessdriving, $24.10;

Maynard, 21, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert B. Maynard,
199 West 19th St., was promoted to Array Specialist4
on Dec. 2 in Vietnam where
he is assignedto the 25th

Transport Battalion.

Two Students Attend

ret Erlewein of fouglas.

$19.10.

sion’s 25th S u p p

of Kalamazoo and Mrs. Marga-

83567

146th Ave., speeding,$10 fine
and $22 costs; James Logie,
Grand Rapids, right of way,
$10; Sharon Lee Walters, of 18
East Cherry, Zeeland, improper
backing, $10; Ulee Moore, Hamilton, assured clear distance
$10; Steven Westerhof,of 127
West 31st St., careless driving,

ZEELAND — Leonard Carl
Vandermyde, 86. of route 1,
MamUton, died Tuesday at
Zeeland Community Hospital

Frederick of Dowagiac, Edward until about a year ago. He came
E. of Lebanon, Ind., and Lloyd to this area from Chicago about
E. of Holland; four daughters, 25 years ago and was a memMrs. Carver of South Bend, ber of the Fourteenth Street
Melissa M. Koterwskiof Chica- Christian Reformed Church,
go, Agnus L. Hermanowskiof Holland. Until his retirement,

45,

Dr., paid $79.10

impaired by intoxicatingliquor.
Others appearng were Egbert
Geertraan, West Olive, two
counts of assured clear distance, $10 and $15; Norman
Simpson, of 25 East 16th St.,
improper left turn, $10; Harry
Wieskamp, of 96 East 21st St.,
alighting from traffic side of
vehicle, $7; Robert L. Victor,
Hamilton, assured clear dis-

following a lingering illness.

died in 1948.

Paw Paw

on a charge of driving under
the influence of liquor, reduced
to driving while abilityvisibly

%

|

organization of our thinking that
money solves all problems.Pri-

Harold Hershey, 60, East
Eighth St., paid $24.10 on a1 disorderly-intoxicatedcharge.

Vondermyde
at

impaired

by intoxicatingliquor.

will be held in Civic Center.

xj

TVu

of driving while ability

fluence of liquor.

Red Cross officials today expressed heartfelt gratitudeto
the public-spiritedpersons who
braved snowy blizzards Thursday to report to a donor clinic
at Civic Center. #
A total of 233 units of blood
were taken. Many scheduled
donors called in to say they
were snowbound. Others had
Miss Elizabeth Van Fleeren
contractedflu and there were
even some long distance calls
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Van from people who were stranded
Fleeren, 269 West 11th St., an- in the storm.
nounce the engagement of their Richard D. Hansen of Hoidaughter, Elizabeth ^ Ann, to land, new chairman for the OtDavid Hoezee, son of Mr. and tawa County chapter of the
Mrs. Elmer Hoezee of Hamil- American Red Cross, pointed to
ton.
the increasingneed for blood
An Aug. 30 wedding is supplies and hoped persons who
planned.
couldn't report to Thursday’s
clinic would remember the next
clinic in Holland March. It also

programs. But the best job of
important need of all, forgive- Among routine traffic cases
all hasn't cost the government
processed
in the Holland vuui!
court
ness wi
of ow«.
sin. ucoua
Jesus uiu
did mn
not augsug *.
----- —
anything. In fact it has poured
gest that this man was suffer- since Jan 1 are the following:
some money into the treasury. ing because of a special sin, j ^avid Vander Kooi, of 11213
Through the National Alliance He pointed out his big need|Qui0°y'ri8bt of way, $17;
of Businessmen, thousands of —forgivenessof
, Robert Botsis, of 550 West 19th
hard-core unemployed have
The critics of Jesus, the & ’ improper backing, $10;
been put to work.
scribes, objectedlv inwardlv to Be™ard Vandenberg, of 2299
Let's take a look at General the words of
* Jesus, saying Auburn, right of way, $10; BerMotors. Corporaterecords show that only God van
Horst, v*
of ufci/
329 uauc
Lane
can &ui£ivc
forgive sin. nard Ter
----that in a period starting April 1, In this they were right. Jesus ^ve- expired operator's license,
1968, 105,952 people were hired. asked them which was the 51 1; John A. Van Huis, of 180
Of these, 20 per cent, or 21,700 easier to say to the handi- West 26th St. red light, $12;
were hard-core unemployed. capped man, “Thy sins are forDe Koster, of 1641
What is very encouragingis the given’’ or, “Arise, and take up 104th Ave., Zeeland,stop sign,
report that the retention rate thy bed and walk?” Both are 514
was about 67.6 per cent. Based difficultbut the first is easier Donald E. Higgs, of 14219
on this percentage, some 15.000 for no one would know whether James St., obscured vision, $2;
hard-core unemployed have it actually took place but with Emilio Nieto, of 725 Saunders,
________
Miss Bonnie Lynn Bosma
stayed on the job end have be- the command to walk it would speeding, $15, also improper
come self sustaining. A bit of be different. Jesus told the, turn, $10; Ronald Voss, route
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Bosmental arithmeticsays that man to take up his mat and 3- speeding,$20; Gilbert G.
ma, 16965 Quincy, announce the
which
he
did.
Thus
Jesus
Heidema,
of
1114
West
18th
these 15.000 paid a sizable walk
waiK wmen ne did. Thus Jesus "e,ueraa’
west 18th ' ’
r
j -Li
showed He had power to for- ^ » e*pired operator’s license, ^n8agement of their daughter,
amount in income tax.
While we are on the subject give sin— Me claimed deitv. No!*0’ speeding,aia; Harold J.i ---N»
of income tax no not forget to wonder the people were amazed ^mmen, of 449 West 20th St , son of3„?nd firf •
improper turn,
man' 388 West 19th
make your last payment on and glorified
An April wedding is being
your estimatedtax. January 15
III. Jesus calls sinners. One Ubnstiaan C. De Moy, of ___
818
is the date.
day He saw Levi, also called, 136th Ave., stop sign, $15^ planned.
We are quite sure that there Matthew, a tax collector,busy Robert J. Driy, of 302 West
____
are times when government at work, and said to him, 32°d St., assured clear distance,
must help with those who need “Follow me,” and he left all *13; Valentino Y. Pedroza,
training. But we are also quite and followed Jesus. He left a Abilene,Tex., assured clear
sure that the best way to get well-payingjob, standing with distance, $13; Carl W. Simonmen to work is through the Rome, and a certain wav of sen’ °f T?5 Butternut Dr., right
channels of private industry. life and won self-respect, a of way. *13; Thomas E. HillThe presence of a solid labor greater work, a place in God’s dore, of 1188 Wintergreen Dr.,
force is a real stimulant to peo- kingdom
anH right of way,
wav. $12; Myrtle
Mvrtlp K.
K
ngdom and a Master and
ple who have become a part of Lord.
Vanden Berg, route 3, Zeeland,
the hard-coreof the unemploy- Matthew invited his friends to expired operator’s license,$5.
ed Sociolgists have indicated his house for a banquet to Raymond Boeskool of 14659
that there must be this kind of meet Jesus and they came. Vanessa, improper passing, $20;
i
example to encourage these Jesus wa§ criticized for asso- Duane E. Nienhuis, of 680
people.
ciating' witFsinners but He felt Shadybrook Lane, careless driv-i |f
If we now add to a job, the that they nek^d Him. All ing, $15; William Brouwer, of
further incentives of good kinds of sinners need Jesus— 618 South Shore Dr., imprudent
housing, education and train- those who are dowh • and • out speed, $10; Phillip J. Geerts,
ing. we can do an even better and those who (are up-and-out. route 1, speeding. $25; Thomas
job. And this is not the kind of It is the work 'oMhe church Elzinga. of 259 West 19th St.,
program that costs e lot of to seek sinners and lead them improper turn. $10; Albert Y.
money. We may need some re- to Jesus Christ.
Youmans, of 2011 Ottawa Beach

James Ray Stewart, 27, Hamilton, paid $79.10 on a charge

David O. D. Neal, 45, Muskegon Heights, paid $104.10 on a
charge of driving under the in-

For Red Cross

good has been accomplished
and the forgiveness of his sins erally for the line between
through the various training
and Jesus spoke of the most Grand Haven and Holland.

disorderly-intoxicatedcharge.

influence of intoxicants.

Come Through

is

Kenneth Lee Bouwman, 30,
West Olive, paid $24.10 on a

David E. Anderson, 22, of 17
10th St., paid $104.10 on
a charge of driving under the

Hardy Donors

,

ersight fees.

West

392-2311.

____ _
8ree in business administration
four won. These four set a struction in the county buildniH J.
i from
Universifine
to UUWUUIS
Christians on
on ing. Presiding
line example 10
B Judge Gerald
r Indiana
. VNorthern
j «
how to plan and work togetherVan Wyke of Holland is setting *y o{ Marion, Ind. He is associa-

1968

Paid in

Snowfalls

Slated

Thursday by

“AT NO COST.”

Fines

One-Day-Old Baby

Skinner,

speeding,$12; Jay Klinge, of
786 Central Ave., improper turn,
$10; Kenneth Kehrwecker, of
241 West 17th St., improper
turn,

of

$10.

^

way

$10; Mark Trusty,
of ways
Robert Van Langevelde.of

Grand
$10;

K

Rapids, right

ClarenceBoeve, route 5. stop
at
Funeral services were held 622 Oak Valley Dr., right of
vate industry has helped us to
sign, S15; Robert L. Sterken of
College, Chattanooga,Tenn.
way, $10.
Monday at 10 a.m. at Dyksolve some problems in unem10751 Chicago Dr., Zeeland,
Russell A. Picard Sr., 75. of 135
Arthur Lewis Miles, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John A. CathMark A. Koeman, of 602
ployment,and that without cost,
stra Funeral Chapel for Nadane
speeding. $15; Russell Ogden,
cart of Rochester, N.Y., en- West 24th St., died Tuesday at Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Miles
Myrtle Ave., speeding. $17;
Kamer,
one-day-old
daughter
of
with a profit to the corporation,
Holland Hospital.
of 58 Scotts Dr., Holland, is a
P**?’ Wor,.hy M‘l™. "J 648 "est
!A'„aSS,'|r?i Munce^teTn^geraent'
if' their
Evelyn Brown, of 107 Columbia
end a good tax return to the presided at the regular meeting clear distance. $15; Mark A.|dauBhter Janet to Bnicp D Van
He was a member of St. Fran- special student, majoring in Mr. and Mrs. Gene Kamer of
Ave. right of way, $12; Edward
6.387
147th
Ave.
government. We had better incis de Sales Church and the elementary education. He is a
Jaarda, of 248 101st Ave., ZeeThe
child
was
born
at
Holvestigate this approach a little «
i
Elks Club. He retired seven graduateof Emmanuel Missionland Hospital on Friday and and, right of way, $10; Helen
more.
Thursday
P. Lubbers, of 6162 West
years ago after serving many ary College Academy.
Van Huis, of 131 West 30th St.,
died
on Saturday morning.^
A memorial tribute was read St., speeding, $30. and assured I ,
. R1113.15 f senior stu- years with the Chicago, Duluth
Paul E. Penno, son of Mr.
right of way, $10; Michael A.
Surviving besides her parents
and the altar draped in memo- clear distance.
|de.nt. niajoring in businessad- and GeorgianBay Transit Lines.
and Mrs. Paul E. Penno of 237
klagh,
of 652 Van Raalte Ave
ry of Shirley Jones, Past Grand Arnold Veltema. Hudsonville,| m>nistratl0PaL Hope College He was captain of both the Van Raalte Ave., is a junior are a brother, Kevin; her maright
of
way, $12; Gertrude
ternal
grandparents,
Rev.
and
Matron of the Grand Chapter assured clear distance, $13; )yher® h.e 15 6,30 a member 0f North and South American majoring in theology with a
Hofstee, of 568 East 24th St
Mrs.
Neal
Mol
of
Brunswick,
of Michigan OES and James
Gerald L. Altena, of 140
FraternalSociety.
boats, but spent most of his minor in history and Greek. He
improper backing, $10.
Gills. Past Grand Patron of 37th St., speeding,$15; Victor ,A sl*mmer wedding is being time on the North American.
a graduate of Sunnydale l!!'/,?
is a
nPH Mrc8^? andirPar’
Phyllis Graham, of 293 Arthe Grand Chapter of Michigan p- Zuniga, of 153 College Ave., p anneflSurviving are the wife, Ethel; Academy, Antiolia, Mo., and
°n K
imProPer backing,
j imprudent speed. $10; David
~~
"
memhpr
nf
mi
ion
noiii
er,of
Forest
Gwve;
her
matera daughter, Mrs. Ruth Moan member of Upsilon Delta Phi.
Miss Sherry Jane Wieland and
nal great - grandparents,Mrs. $10; Ted J. Intgroen,of 1143
The chapter received $50 do- Bossardet, of 461 West 17th St.,i^|*s. B.
DlS
of Detroit; a son, Sgt. 1-C RusSouthern Missionary College
Franklin Lamb, of Saugatuck, nation with specifications to speeding, $22; Raymond C.
Jacob Mol and Mrs. John Ep- Harvard, careless driving, $17;
*
sell A. Picard Jr. who left Dec.
Larry Neal Bright, Fennville,
who recently announced their send it to the Eastern Star Villa Kamerling, of 194 East Seventh SlICCUITlbS Qt
20 for Vietnam; two grandchilimproper lane usage, $12; Wilengagement, were honored children at Adrian.
St., red light, $15.
dren; a sister. Mrs. Elizabeth
ham Woodall, of 657 Graafguests at a Sunday evening sup*"**“’
**
-Zi
Wilma Tregloan.Grand Ada,
per in the home of Mr. and announced that next week she ington^vV'aSurWTlmfls-MrS' Bert ,Reka) Van Dis Swe<™y of Tampa. Fla.
was in Forest Grove cemetery. schap Rd., speeding, $17; Lois
Mrs. L. W. Lamb Jr., 268 Ma- would be with the Grand FamiArrangements were by Dyk- L. Stevens, of 256 West 12th St.,
in- D^‘d Boone, of.982 died at' her
right of way, $10; Elizabeth
ple Ave. Accompanying them ly exemplifyingdegrees in the
stra Funeral Home.
Hyma, of 349 Pine Ave., right
was Mrs. Leonard E. Lamb of Detroit area.
was born in East Saugatuck
of way, $10.
Saugatuck.
Bethel RCYF Hears
Plans were made to continue Kuipers, of 148 West 37th St., and was a life-long resident of
Other guests included the sending cookies to the Veterans improper turn, $10; Michael J.
that area.
Convention Report
families of John C. Lamb and Hospital in Battle Creek. Enola Zarzecki,Grand Rapids, right
She was a member of East
The RCYF of Bethel Reformed
James O. Lamb. Mr. and Mrs. Bayless is to serve as chair- of way, $10; Pablo R. Morales,
Saugatuck ChristianReformed
ZEELAND - Mrs. Ruth Klein- through the many years of our Church met Sunday evening and
Laurence Lamb Sr,, who are man.
of 204 West Ninth St., improper
Church.
the 11 members of the group For Induction
jans, 220 Peck St., Zeeland, re- past
vacationing in Florida were inLucille Williams, chairman of plates,$5; Carl Dannenberg Jr.,
Surviving are four sons, Ben,
“This and many other actions which attended the RCYF
ceived an unexpected dividend
cluded through
telephone the Dutch Costume committee, of 504 East 48th St., improper
Lambert and Mavis, all of Hoi. - , came to me not as a surprise National Convention held on the GRAND HAVEN
Thirt
marathon.
reported that costumes were cut turn, $5.
land; Bert of Saugatuck; four from one of.the dltty ba8s
eight young people left Grai
but
as
a
warm
feeling
of
knowcampus
of
the
University
of
Centerpiece on the supper ta- and ready to hand out, also
James P. Doolittle, of 3333 daughters,Mrs. Jennie Hutchmade
J* for Vietnam servicemen. ing that American soldiejs, Illinois, Urbana, 111., from Dec. Haven Monday for inductii
ble featured a cake with the some hand sewing was availa- ButternutDr, speeding, $15;
inson of Fennville, Mrs. Martin
Mrs. Kleinjansis a member wherever they are, are
CARE 27 to
---------.. 31, told of their experi- into the armed forces.
same bride and groom used ble. *
James Langejans,of 360 West (Nancy) Vanden Bosch, Mrs.
of the Cootiette Club 397, a hos- back home. To me it’s a privi- ences.
In the group werfc Jose Lor
on the wedding cake of the Bill
Eulala Padgett and Irene Hut- 16th St., right of way, $10; Henry (Henrietta) Volkers. both pital service club which has undo, Arnold B. Brooks, Glenn
lege to have someone who cares
The
theme
of
the
convention
Lambs.
son were greeted as those hav- Lindsay Carr, Joliet,HI., right of East Saugatuck,Miss Lillian dertaken various service prolike my own people, the Amen- was “Tell It Like It Is” and the Bristol, Paul B. Miller, Thoi
Miss Wieland and Mr. Lamb ing birthdays in January.
of way, $15; Carol Van Putten,
Van Dis at home; one daugh jects such as the making of lap can
as M. Dempsey, William
highlighted speaker was Robert
have set their jveddingdate for
The social hour was in charge of 99 West 12th St., right of way, ter-in-law,Mrs. Mary Van Dis robes, scuffs and cushionsfor
Snyder,
Dwight E. Smith, R
“For this reason and many ShortT author of “The Gospel
March 15 in Saugatuck.
of Bobbie Longstreet, chairman, $15, and expired operator’s of South Haven; om son-in- wheelchairsduring its 20 year
bert D. Hoonhorst, Garry
others
today
I, as a non-Ameri- Accordingto Peanuts ”
license, $41; Stephen W. Struck,
and her committee.
law, John Btsh of Holland; 17 history. In September the club can citizen in the United States ~
Berens, James E. Tillem
Those from Bethel who attendof 1136 Grand Pre, speeding, grandchildren;20 great-grandDetectivesCharge
John H. Dunn, Richard
members, which are from the Army, want personally to
Holland Hospital births on $20; David K. Nieboer, of 238 children, two sisters, Mrs. Holland - Zeeland area, made presto you ‘my sincere grati- Hdland3 Tea® we6 Pa°m Burlingame, Kenneth A. Will
In Bomb Hoax Incident
Monday include two boys and Hope Ave., speeding, $25.
Alice Lubbers, Mrs. Gertrude and filled ditty bags for U.S.
veen, Robert I. Vrieling, Ly
Holland detectives apprehend- a girl. Lisa Marty was born
Pieper, both of Holland; one servicemen serving in Vietnam. opportunityof joining this big •,»h"so". .N,“y Rohiink, Kris wood P. Vanden Bosch ai
Streur, Joyce Sprick, Mary
ed Margaret Lou Brown, 23, of to Mr. and Mrs. Donado Ortiz Father of Holland
j sister-in-law,Mrs. Grace Vos The bags were distributed at
Glenn H. Hilton.
family, “The Family of FreeFortney,
Gary Groeneveld,Jim
175 East Eighth St., Monday of route 1, Hamilton. The boys Merchant Dies at 90
of Zeeland.
Fredrick M. Cherrette J:
Christmas by the Red Cross.
donx,” and also for giving me
Windisch, Jim Woudstra, Rog
afternoon in connection with a were Steven John born to Mr.
Funeral services will be held
Michael K. Doan, Kenneth
As a result of the greeting this opportunity of having somebomb hoax at Beech-Nut Inc., and Mrs. John Van Dam of 64 FLINT - William H. Moor, Monday at 2 p.m. at the East Mrs. Kleinjans enclosed with one to write to like you on a Bleeker, Jeff Buhrer and Bruce Elders, David E. Elenbaa
Risselada.
635 East 48th St., last Friday Lvnden Rd., Holland, and Dean 90, father of Harold W. Moor Saugatuck ChristianReformed each ditty bag she completed, day like this one. Thank you.”
Richard L. Blauwkamp, All;
Thomas
born
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
of
Moor
Shoes
of
Holland,
died
and charged her with giving
Church with the Rev. John she received the following letter
In the letter, which was writJ. Hart, Thomas J. Dressan
a ficticiousreport of a crime. George Lousma Jr., of 6365 144th Tuesday in Flint following Leugs officiating.Burial will from Pfc. Rogelio Espinoza:
ten Dec. 26, Pfc. Espinoza goes Two Cars Collide
er, Frank Houting, Philip
a short illness.
She pleaded guilty to the Ave., route 1, Holland.
be in Riverside cemetery at
“Just a few lines, a few lines on in a postscriptto explain that
Cars driven by Cornelius John- Geerts, Marvin J. Van Tate
Zeeland Hospital lists two
He was born in London, Eng- Hamilton.
to say in my own way “Thanks” he was born in Santiago, Chile, son, 40, of 139 West 37th St., hove, James A. Brink, David
charge when she appeared later the same afternoonin Hol- births on Monday. Thomas land, and came to'lhis country Relatives SFe asked to meet to those in Cootiette Club 397 in 1949 and lived there and in and Joseph Sabaitis,53, of 2061 Dekker, Michael E. Elder
in the church basement at 1:45 and especially to you for ful- Lima, Peru. Later he attended West 32nd St, collided at Van Larry L. Cook, Gregory J. D
land DistrictCourt and was or- Wayne was born to Mr. and as a young man.
Survivingare the son, Har- p.m. Friends and relatives may filling an old but very good cus- the University of Mexico, Mex- Raalte Ave. and 24th St. at 8:39 Persia, Emilio Nieto, Willia
dered to see the probation offi- Mrs. Alvin Holstege of 325
cer today and return Jor sen- North State St., Zeeland; and old; a daughter,Mrs. George meet the family at the Mulder tom, which is one of giving, ico City, and at that time join- p.m. Monday, according to Hol- L. Green, Warren L. Haa
Jared Lee born to Mr. and Johnson of Flint; three grand- Funeral Home tonight from 7 which we all celebrate year ed the U.S. Army with the help land police who cited Johnson Bobby L. Rudicil,Ralph
tencing at 1 p.m. Friday.
Bond of $500 was not furnish- Mrs. Calvin Betten of 3095 children; three great • grand- to 9 and Sunday from 8 to 9:30 after year. In my own countries of the Late Sen. Robert F. Ken- for failure to yield the right of Bosch, Richard T. Wilkinsi
children.
Bauer Rd., Jenison.
this same custom has gone
way.
ed and she was held in jail
and Donald A. Settle.
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Board Control

Win

Keys Calvin
Willink,

came

969

To

Businessman

St.

Joe

The West Ottawa swimming
team ^teorbed their first defeat of tTifr'tt
ason to the St.
Joseph Bears Saturday night,

James C. Crozier, 52, of 374
Fairhill Ct, died at Holland
Hospital early Saturday,
where he had been a patient for

49-56, in a contest that kept the

three weeks.

spectators on the edges of their
seats up to the final event in
the West Ottawa Natatorium.

He had been a resident of
Holland for the past 21 years,
coming from Saginaw, and was
the vice-president and general

Co-captainDan Meyers was
the Panther standout in the
meet, capturing one first place
and taking a first place tie with
the Bears’ Juergen Siebert in a
dead heat in the 50-yard freestyle. Meyers time was :24.8,

“The

although Hope

within six points

#

while Siebert’s was :24.9.
Meyers other first place was

of Calvin, 94-88 here Saturday,
the Knights maintained a control

1

For Holland

boards is where a team has to

College

6,

Contest

94-88 Victory
And

1

Illness Fatal

De Horn Lead

beat us.”

THURSDAY, JANUARY

Drop 56-49

|

GRAND RAPIDS -

NEWS,

recordedin the backstroke with
a clockingof 1:00.7. In third
place for the Panthers was
Greg Plomp.

throughoutthe game, win-

ning the battle of the boards,
79-40.

an
or

The Panthers opened

the
in the

Hope, le<N>y Randy Adolphs1
eight points, jumped off to

ril

meet in second place
medley relay with Gary Van
Kampen, Phil Boeve, ' Rick
Zavadil, and Steve Bouman

m

early 22-16 lead, the biggest
margin the Flying Dutchmen

ts-

0-

enjoyed.

paddling.

or

Calvin then inserted Bill De
Horn into its lineup to team
with center Ed Wiers and substitute guard Del Willink which
gave the Knights the board control and enabled them to utilize the fast break to run to a
38-37 lead with 4:30 remaining

Absorbing his first defeat of
the season Panther co-captain

er

Chuck Nienhuis swam

38, a lead they never relinquish-

CAN YOU FIND THE HYDRANT? -

188.85 and 157.85 points
respectively.
Calvin’s Del Willink (22) has gained control

Dan Shinabargergives
chase. Hope was defeated by Calvin Saturday,94-88 in an
M1AA contest in Grand
Hope College photo)

of the elusive basketball while Hope’s

Rapids.

(

Time

The other Panther first was
recorded by the final relav
team composed of Jon Helder,
Rick Hamstra, R. Zavadil,
and Ken Wiley coming in with
a 3:48.9 time.

The 400- yard freestyle was a
yard freestyle: Landis stroke-by-stroke race all the
(H), Poltrock (G), De Heer (G). way to the finish with Chuck

Lose 73-32,

50

Time

Landis Nabs

2:03.2.

—

Frank

Nienhuis and

:25.2.

—

Smith'"

m

m
James C. Crozier

little

That

delayed due to the immense bank of snow
covering it. Maybe this girl is going after a
shovel to dig out the hydrant. Citizens were
reminded again today to lend a hand in
clearing around the hydrants to avoid a pos-

speck just to the right of the street sign,

West 27th St. and HarrisonAve., is the fire
hydrant, however, if firemen would have
been called there in response to a fire alarm,
it is no doubt that they would have been

sible serious

fire.

Park Township Permits
List

came!

87 New Homes

, ,

Two

Firsts

f and
"ite
,

9___
”

I

,
|

,

best times.

Butterflier

Jim

&

1:06.6.
—

points, 88-81.

,

Cathy Francik

Bradford

De Horn was reinserted and
although Hope cut the lead to

snatched top honors in his specialty with a 1:05.9 clocking, and
90-85 they could get no
posted third place in the
as Phelps canned four of his 200 yard freestyle lowering his
10 free throws to account for the times in both events.

Given Shower

closer

Mrs. Harold Van Voorst and

Time 1:51.9.
200-yard freestyle:Smith
(SJ), Nienhuis (WO), Boes
(WO). Time 1:58.1.
50-yard freestyle: Meyers
(WO) and Siebert (SJ), (tie),
Jon Helder (WO). Time :24.8

John Pathuis, 1668

play by its guards along with backstroke competition.
streaks of board control by its
In the distancecompetition,
front line.
But Calvin just had too

much
muscle for the Dutchmen in

the final analysis.This, coupled

with some fine free throw
shooting (30-43), caused by
Hope’s need to play catch up
ball earned the Knights the victory which retained their unblemished MI A A record, 3-0.

The

shooting percentages
were similar, Hope hitting 37
of 84 shots for 44 per cent while

Calvin attempted 89 shots and
made 32 for 36 per cent, many

of these buckets coming

on

short rebound shots or off fast
breaks while Hope scored from
outside with the shooting of its
guards.
Shinabarger, who had a

game

or.

Results in order of finish:

-

A new

-

SP 4 Paul E. Robitaille,19,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leo F.
Robitaille, 740 Larkwood,
who has been home on 29days leave after completing
an automotiverepair course

at Aberdeen Proving

six-week series of ex-

Ground, Md., will leave on
Monday (Jan. 13) for Ft.
Dix, N.J., for assignmentto
Germany. He was graduated
from Holland High School in
June 1968, took basic at Ft.
Bragg, N.C., and AIT at
Aberdeen,Md.

Dutch Regroup For Win

;

rebounds.

2
5

.

game.”

!

r

d

ill-

the

..315
.<112
..312
..040

1

SP/4

Phillip M. Tubergen,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Tubergen, 335 Lincoln Ave.,
has spent a 30-dey leave at
home before reporting to
Oakland, Calif., on Jan. 8
for assignment to Vietnam.
Tubergen completed his AIT
and graduatedfrom Forward
Area Weapons Mechanics

>-

S
™

QhnBrrla^ Lnanerh 'h42 Tha

School and Air Defense Artil-

lery Automatic Weapons
School on Nov. 14 at Ft.
Bliss, Texas. He is a 1966
Holland High graduate and
took basic at Ft. Knox, Ky.
He is married to the formed
Bonnie Schipper of Hamilton.

'
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MooreTho""*
a CM_3 in the Seabees He was
home recently on leave before
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ton, 189 East Seventh

Drive
defensivelyinsurance
rates

depend
on it
Not to mention your life. Defensive driving can prevent accidents, cut car insuranca rates.

Make it a habit. And for aufo,
life, home, health insurance,
make State Farm a habit

Gemmen

St.

Discharged Sunday were Joe
Starks, 83 East 31st St.; Mrs.

Succumbs at 69

David Dykstra and baby, 300
West 18th St.; Mrs. Frank

—

Mrs. Henry Bagladi, 282 Fallen Leaf Lane;
Mrs. Bruno Plackta and baby,
dale, died Sunday afternoon in South Haven; Hulda Beqiiette,
her home of a heart attack.
577 Michigan Ave.; Robert
Surviving are two sons, Al- Mac Arthur, Douglas; Mrs.
fred Gemmen of Hudsonville Gene Kamer, 6387, 147th Ave.
and P. Ray Gemmen of Holland;

Your Sut* Firm

Your Slat* Farm

four grandchildren; one brother,

family insuranca

family insurance

Mrs. Fred Clark, 68,

BOB

CHET

FREERS

BAUMANN

AGENT

AGENT

man

Succumbs in Allegan

ALLEGAN

—

Mrs.

396-8294 and 392.8133

died at the Allegan Health CenI

^

DUTCHMAN

THE BIG

involving cars driven by Ray-

monda Beth Holmes. 31, Spring
Lake, and Edward Prins, 53. of

East 9th St.

Authorized Representative!

STATE

Mrs.

entering Beacon
The

Blvd. from the Starlitebowling
alley exit and because of high

new

Home Offices: Bloomington,Illinois

SALUTES

intensive care unit

Is a significantaddition to the hospital ser*

available

know our

i

1

juries. City police investigated.
I

hospital

FARM

Insurance Companies

HOLLAND
HOSPITAL BOARD

96 East 18th St., Holland.

snowbanks failed to see Prins’
southbound car traveling at a
slow rate of speed.
Prins and his wife, Ella, received minor injurieswhich did
not require treatmentand their
daughter, Jane Ellen, 14, was
not injured. Gina Richert, 22,
Grand Haven, traveling in the

24

Hats Off!

minor

received slight in-

PHONES

Pearl

Clark, 68, route 1, Pullman,

injuriesresulted from a two-car
collisionat 10:05 p.m. Friday

Holmes car,

o
h

Alb'r'

South

The crash occurred as

It

'

Konrad Marcus, 1162
Ortiz, Hamilton; Ramon Nava,
zoo Dr., remodeling $5,000;Har47 East 16th St.; Steven Kalold Langejans, contractor.
mink, Resthaven; Martina Hel-

Holmes was

d
n

St; Roxanne Resseguie, 12387 Gives Farewell Party

,

-

IS

i-

^

REPORTS FOP DUTY

i-

Hos-

She was a member of

William Tamminga, 1543
Lakewood
Blvd.; Mrs. Donato
Wauka-

GRAND HAVEN— Only

1-

at

pital following an extended
ness.

Funeral services will be held
ter Saturday morning following
Wednesday
at 4
2 p.m. at me
the rusi
First a four.vear
fn„r.vP»/iiin*cc
TTcuueaudj di
illnecs
Allendale Christian Reformed
,
j *' *1, n u
Church with the Rev. Martin1 She had moved to the Pullman
Bolt officiating.Burial will be ar^a ,n 1937 ^,om Chicago.
Surviving are the husband,
in Allendale cemetery.
Sidney one son, Andrew D. of
Pullman; and one brother, Fred
Grand Haven Crash
Arringtonof Chicago.
Involves Local Car

I

50. 41-24.j ---

Friday

the Douglas Community

St.;

ALLENDALE

'e

|

'

Mrs. H.

IS

James, Zeeland; Kevin ctoJdren: and four great-grandSabin, 375 North Division; ^“dren.
Mrs. Ben Sternberg, route 5;
Susan Husted, 391 West I9jh Albert Brunink Family

of California.

60

.

died

11045

John Meidema of Grand Rapids;
two sisters - in - laws, Mrs.
Peter Meidema of Grand Rapids and Mrs. Dennis Meidema

Lam

throws.

Stearns,

Cornelius Harthorn, 1222 West
32nd St.; Mrs. Bernard Hokse,
Dean King, 1662 Virginia route 1; Mrs. Elbert Robinson,
Place, addition,$2,000; self, West Olive; Edward Oostercontractor.
baan, 135 West 20th St.; Eugene
Dean King, 1662 Virginia Prys, 1477 Ottawa Beach Rd.;
Place, swimming pool, $1,500; Mrs. Andres Torres, 292 West
self, conti actor.
17th St.; Mrs. Dale Boeve,
George Wennersten.15 North 14720 Valley View.
152nd Ave., farm type windmill,
Admitted Sunday were Mrs.
$150; self, contractor.
Kathryn Dekker, 85 East 22nd
Harold Moore. 288 Greenwood,
St.; Nola Freestone,626 Cenpanel one room. $950; Willis
tral Ave.; Mrs. James KiekintWitteveen, contractor.
veld. 982 Bluebell Ct.; Mrs.
Willis Diekema. 1374 Linwood
('.. iaddition and alterations,
Dr.,
la!th,Ay*V
$3
son- Da
vp Holkeboer,
Hnikphnpr ,.m,.
$3,500;
Dave
con- George Moomey, 91 ejast 17th
tractor.

ts

s

Mrs.

Louise
Stearns,82, of 3462 Riverside
Dr., Saugatuck,widow of Fred

(Nellie) Gemmen, 69, of Allen-

-

Succumbs

—

DOUGLAS

Dr., interiorremodeling, $1,500;

Voorst.

Mrs. David

Succumbs at 82

self, contractor.

SPECIALIST ASSIGNED

1R

ti-

Discharged Saturday were for Vietnam.
Shore Dr., interior remodeling,
Mrs. Alvin Arendsen and baby,
The party was given Tuesday
$800; Vander Meulen Builders,
Jenison: Mrs. Santiago Arre- evening at the Blendon Town
contractor.
dondo, 256 East Ninth St.; Ed- Hall.
Paul Morony, 986 Forest Hills win Boven, 1731 Wolverine;

200
yard medley relay:
Also invited were the Mes- 1 pedant parents classes will beGrandville
(Slack, Scott, Sanshooting making 10 of 19 shots.
dames
Art Damsgaard, Andy gin Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Calvin’s Willink hit a perfect ford, Pomeroy.) Time 1:58.2
Slager. Fred Van Voorst and HeritageRoom of Holland Hos200
—
yard
freestyle:
Kring
six of six from the floor and
(G), Peasley (G), Bradford (H). - Miss Marilyn Van
pital.
five of six from the free throw
line. Phelps converted 10 of 11
free shots and Wiers eight of 10.
Trailing De Horn’s game high
27 rebounds was Wiers with 17.
Ken Hendrix led Hope on the
boards with 15 while Marty
The game was played the Gosselar’s17.
MUSKEGON
In a game
Snoap added 10 and Van Huis
way Orchard View had hoped Piersma felt it “was a sloppy
filled with controversial referseven.
and a technical foul called on
but was “lucky to gel
Behind Shinabarger’s21 eeing and physical contact, Hol- Holland at the outset of the game”
out of this gym with a win.”
points was Hendrix with 17, Van land High's basketball team
second half predicatedthe re- Maybe this game will wake us
Huis, 14, Tom Dykstra, 13 and
overcame a 55-52 deficit with mainder of the game.
up a little.”
Snoap 10.
2:10 left to register its fifth Holland led 47-38 at the end
The Dutch were led in scoring
straight win and fourth in VCC of the third quarter and built by De Witt with 22 followed by
competition without a loss, 58-55 this to 49-38 only seconds later
Gosselar's 18 which accounts
over Muskegon Orchard View. on a basket by Dave De Witt. for 40 of Holland's 58 total
Both sides seemed riled by This was to be the largest points.
at
the officiatingin a first half Dutch lead of the night as the
Steve Smith and substitute
Cardinals scored 17 of the next
Mrs. David Lam, 60, of 290 which saw both teams cold at
guard
Ron Anderegg led Orch20 points to take a 55-52 lead
East 14th St., died at Holland the outset but “heated” up by
ard View with 12 points apiece.
with
2:10
left.
Hospital. Saturday afternoon fol- halftime.
Holland, now 5-1 for the year,
It was then that the Dutch
Holland led 15-13 at the quarlowing an extended illness.
'regainedsome composure, and will host. Grandvillein a VCC
ter
and
32-28
at
the
half.
Mrs. Lam was born in Grand
The Dutch were bothered by indeed they had to for a vic- game Tuesday.
Rapids. She was a member of
Holland (58)
a
tough Cardinal 2-3 zone de- tory, on a basket by De Witt
the Ninth Street Christian*ReFG FT PF TP
fense which shut off the inside with 1:55 left to cut the margin
formed Church.
1
Glupker,
f
......
3
to
55-54.
Surviving besides the husband work of Dave Gjdsselar.
6
The
Cardinals’ Ed Malinow- Gosselar, f ....... 6
However,
Holland’s
center,
are three daughters, Mrs. Rich1
ski then missed a baseline drive Zweering, c ..... 4
ard (Rose) Elgersma of Holly- Rick Zweering, notched seven
10
with
Gosselar
grabbing
the
De
Witt,
g
......
6
wood, Fla., Mrs. Gerald (Allie points in the first quarter and
0
May) Meyer of Bentheim and nine in the half to pace the most important of his game Overbeek, g ..... 0
0
Steininger, f ..... 0
Dutch, along with Dave De Witt high 17
Mrs. Philip (June) Ulberg of
0
With
0:55
remaining
in
the;
Pete,
f
.......
...
0
Jenison; three sons, Sgt. Will- and Gosselar, who also manag0
Boeve, c
1
game
Gosselar
gave
the
Dutch
ed
nine
points.
iam J. Toering serving with the
a
56-55 lead which held up as
Emotions
were
rising
as
the
U.S. Army in Thailand, NorTotals ......... 20 18 16 58
man Lam of Douglas and Jacob game progressed and the Dutch, Jim De Young missed a one
Orchard View (55)
and
one
free throw opportunity.
losing
their
poise,
committed
14
H. Toering of Sandusky, 19
FG FT PF TP
De
Witt
concluded
the
scoring
turnovers
in
the
first
half.
grandchildren: three sisters,
3 10
Markowski, f ..4
Muskegon exhibiting a delib- with two free
Mrs. John . Fryling and Mrs.
12
For
the
game
Holland
took
Smith,
f
..... ....
24
erate
style
of
offensive
basketEvelyn Sierz both of Grand
7
only .47 shots, hitting 20 for 43 Charland, c
ball
had
the
Dutch
chomping
at
Rapids and Mrs. Bert Velding
3
of Wyoming; four brothers, Hen- the bit for the chance to do per cent compared to Orchard De Young, g
7
View’s 44 per cent shooting on Malinowski,g
ry and A1 Koenes both of Grand some running
12
22
of
Anderegg;
g
Hollapd
coach
Don
Piersma
Rapids and Bert and Kit Koenes
4
Holland outrebounded the Wiersma, f ..
both of Holland; one sister-in- noted later, “We just didn't run
well.
We
didn’t
play
our
kind
much
shorter
Cardinals,
law, Mrs. John Koenes of Grand
. 22 11 20
of
wtb Rick Zweering. adding. 14 to I Totals ........
20 55
55)
Rapids.
high 21 points, led the Hope

Stearns

F„

435

| Diving: Rigterink (WO),
The
shower
was
given
at the Troost (WO), Hosbein (SJ).
Bill Hakken talliedthird place
Points 188.85.
points,while breaststroke Keen home of Mrs. Henry C. White
100-yard butterfly: Barlow
chalked up third spot in his Jr., 16267 Blair St., West Olive.
(SJ), Rithamel (WO), M. Zavaspecialty.
Games were played with prizes dil (WO). Time 1:02.2.
The remaining Dutch points
100-yard freestyle: Hamstra
were tallied by the freestylere- going to Mrs. Larry, Bloemers,
(WO),
Ehrenberg (SJ), Siebert
lay team composed of Knapp, Mrs. Jacob Van Voorst and Miss
(SJ). Time :55.5.
Berstch, Eric March and Don Frances Van Voorst.
100-yardbackstroke: Meyers
Rosie.
Attending were the Mesoames (WO), Karsen (SJ), G. Plomp
Coach Bob Andrae commentGlenn Slager, Nathan Leach, (WO). Time 1:00.7.
ed that the swimmers lowered
Greg Hemmeke, Henry White, 400-yard freestyle: Smith
all of their times from the preHarold Van Voorst, Frank Tac- (SJ), Nienhuis (WO), Dusenvious meet with Grandville, alkett, Len Fought, Jacob Van berg (SJ). Time 4:20.7.
though the divers still need
Voorst, Larry Bloemers, Ed
ICO-yard breaststroke:Hinz
help.
Francik, Luther Slager, Lyle (SJ), Bartlev (SJ), Timmer
The Dutch are now 0-6 in dual
Koopman, Ernest Kline and the (WO). Time 1:12.2.
meet competition and will host
Misses Frances Van Voorst, Cor400-yard freestyle relay: West
the Grand Haven Buccaneers
nelia Van Voorst, Wanda Ja- Ottawa (Jon Helder, Hamstra,
Saturday, Jan. 18 at 7 p.m. in
cobs, Jane Gagnon and Sue R. Zavadil, Wiley). Time 3:48.9.
the Holland Community Pool.
Johnson and the guest of hon-

e-

n-

Mrs.

Harry Baker, lot 63 Stielstra
Subd., 3-bedroom ranch with Ave;: ^8 ClSena1Du M®z’ ,133 Pfc. Robert H. Brunink who has
;as‘3^ t? ’• • Gtoria Bruins, reCeived his diploma for finishattached garage, $27,000; Willis
Witteveen,contractor.
Dll;!l‘o1-70n.i4oD?vl*dVan' ing a course in helicoptermainder Velden, 6487 142nd Ave.
tenance. He will leave Jan.

Haven.

!

ir

it

Waukazoo

James Luger, 1921

s-

!d

Dr., enclose porch, $375; Brouw- Admitted Saturday were Joe taking his advanced trainingand
Cuellar, 8414 West Seventh St.; I then going to Vietnam.
er Awning Co., contractor.
Cameron Cranmer, 347 Central [ Also honored was their son,

Mrs. Frank Tackett entertained |
final Calvin points and keep
Coming off the boards in the
Hope from getting any closer. place was co-captain Dave De Saturday evening at a miscel- and :24-9laneous snower
shower given
given in
in nonor
honorEhrenberg
200*yard ‘"dividual
medley:
Hope was able to stay within Ridder. De Ridder also paddled laneous
(SJ)) Hinz
(SJ)
striking distance due to fine in for third place points in the of Miss Cathy Francik of Grand Raphae, (W0) Time 2:2o.5.

7
V.

Discharged Friday were Mrs. Saugatuck Congregational
Roger Plagenhoef and baby, Church and of its Women’s
727 Plasman Ave.; Darryl Fellowship.
Mitchell, 882 Sandy Brook; ‘ Surviving are two sons. Fred
Mrs. Verne Fuder and baby, of Sycamore, 111., and George
_____ j of Wheaton, 111.; five grand789 Myrtle; Lee Roy Mooney,

breaststroke. over

low, Zick).

as

employed for the last 14 years.
He was a member of Trinity
Reformed Church and the Holland Rotary Club.
Surviving are the wife.
Marian; three sons, John C. of
East Lansing, Brent Lee and
James C. of Holland; three
grandchildren,and two brothers, Victor of Vassar and Wilson of Saginaw.

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Friday were Harold Mouw, 799
East Eighth St.; Harold Bennett, 3254 Columbia Ave.; Mrs.
Robert Nicol, route 3; Mrs.
Charles Chapman, Hamilton;
Anna Van Vyven, 22 East 29th
St.; Clarence Ter Haar, 143
West 29th St.; Andrew Steketee,
84 West 14th St.; Mrs. John
Zeh, 144 129th Ave.; Mrs. Juan
Sosa, 296 Howard Ave.

place.

record.)

(Sentinel photo)

Hospital Notes

;68

in

4:22.3.
. _______ *

:58.7.

Id

manager of Steketee-VanHuis
Printing Co., where he was

yard individual med- matching strokes. Smith
.
„
ley: Haan (G), Holt (H), Keen out on top with a 4:20.7 clock- Building activity in Park remodeling accounted for the
(H). Time 2:30.0.
ing while Nienhuis’s time was township during 1968 brought a remaining $25,515.
Hope was led in the half by
grand total of $2,168,935, an inDiving: La Sarge (G), KuitDecember permits follow:
substituteguard Dan Shinabarert (G), De Ridder (H). Points
Rick
Hamstra
took first in crease of $154-481over 1967- ac‘
A1 Hoving, lots 324
327
gerts nine points while Adolphs
GRANDVILLE -Holland 200.25.
the 100-yard freestyle on a cording.to.Arthur F- Sas' town- Waukazoo Subd., 3 - bedroom
and Van Huis each talliedsev- swimmers absorbed their sixth
100 — yard butterfly: Brad- judges decision
______________
_ S^P building inspector.
ahead _____
of the
ranch with attached garage,
en.
________
*__”w
More than two-thirds of the $20,000.
f0rd
,H)'
ScriPsema
(G)'
San-iBcars'
B°b
Ehra"l*rg.
fast start
start j'3,32
y llle wmiiyule Bulldogs
for[| (G).'
(G) Time
1:C5
j in
In ~thr~burterfl7
the butterfly competition
car
Calvin got off to a fast
r^T,rt^,^a"dvllJ®
BuHdogs {ord
Time" 1:05.9.
total was accounted for in 87
Anthony Garfalo Lot 6 Bay
Wiers who tallied 11 points
Ln ^ Grand' 100 - yard freestyle: Landis Panthers Terrv
Rithampl anri new homes for a total of $1,645,Terry
Rithamel
Forest Subd. 3-bedroom ranch
Mike Phelps- who netted nine. ville High School Pool.
(H), Ter Beek (G), PloosterMike Zavadil tallied second and 800’ 0r $489’200over the 86 new
$20,900, Bill Van Wieren, ConMike Landis was the Dutch (G). Time
third
homes to 1967 totaling$1,407,200.
Calvinjjot off to a fast sttart
tractor.
100 — yard backstroke: Haan Other Panther points were Residential-^ repairs and rein the second half and at the!s‘a"doutwith, ‘wo first place
10 minute mark held a 79 64 1 vlctones
, m dose races in the (G), Slack (G), De Ridder (H). ; recorded by Chris Raphael in modeling accounted for $222,445 Lewis Vande Bynte, lots 157 &
yard
freestyles and the 100 Time
third place in the individual or $106,565 over the 1967 figure 158 Chippewa, interior remodellead, their largest of the game.
yard
freestyle with times of 400 - yard freestyle: Kring medley Jon Helder in third of $115-880- Noa - residential ing, $400: self, contractor.
Hope was forced to play catch
and :58.7 respectively.(G), Coil (G), Hakken (H).; place in the 50 yard freestylebuildingsand remodeling ac- Willis Mulder, 176 Lake Shore
up basketball from that point :25.2
The ^utch opened the meet Time 4:34.6 (Grandville pool and and Jim Timmer in third place counUKi for $261,100 or $154,481 Dr., interiorremodeling, $6,000;
but De Horn, who grabbed 19 with Jerry Kobes, Randy Knapp,
in the
1967 total of $106,619. self, contractor.
reboundsin the second half and Fred Bertsch, and George Dal- and varsity
100
yard
breaststroke: 1 The Panthers are now 6-1 in Swages totaled $39,580, e deGordon Van Putten, 660 Old
27 in the game, along with the
man swimming in second place Scott (G), Herrema (G), Keen dual meet competition and will crease 0! $10-950 from the 1967
Orchard Rd., one room, addirest of tht Calvin front line in the medley relay.
(H). Time 1:12.4.
travel to Hudsonville Thursday, total °f $49,950.
tion, $2,800; Dave Holkeboer,
didn’t give the Dutchmen much
In the individualmedley Dave
Sixteen permits for a total of
Jan.
16 at 7 p.m.
contractor.
400
—
yard
freestyle
relay:
of an opportunity.
Holt and Mark Keen placed se$101,515 were issued during DeResults in order of finish:
Dolores Edwards, 628 Park
Vroon lifted De Horn with Cal- cond and third respectively, Grandville (Plooster, Ter Beek,
200-yardmedley relay: St. cember including three new
vin leading 88-73 and Hope both lowering their previously Poltrock.) Time 3:51.7.
Joseph (Karsen, Bartley, Bar- homes for $76,000. Additions and Star Lumber Co., contractor.
quickly cut the lead to seven
200

iR
ut
or

*

with

Willink,six.

Hope came back to score the
final six points of the half to
trail 49-43 at the half.

i

Coming off the boards in first
and second place with a clean
sweep for the Panthers were
Dana Rigterink and Dan Troost

SCRAMBLE —

e*

1 1§§|

place.

ed.

Of those 11 points De Horn
scored two, Ed Wiers, three and

in

second behind Frank Smith of
St. Joseph in the 200-yard freestyle. Nienhuis was followed by
teammate John Boes in third

in the half.

Calvin wasted little time in
combining the board advantage
with the absence of Hope’s
Bruce Van Huis, who was on
the bench with three fouls in
his effort to stop De Horn and
Wiers, to rattle off the next 11
points and up their margin to 49-

ir.

•
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points,with De Good adding 19.

Unity Gains

Haven’s 17 led the Maroons.
Brower added 14 and Tuls 11.
Holland Christian (64)

Revenge With

65-64 Win
-

FG FT PF TP

..3157

Vander Ploeg, f
Bakker, f ...... ..
Brower, c .... .
Tuls,

g

........

3
5

...5

2
4

5

8

2

14

1

3

HUDSONVILLE
Holland
Klaasen, g .... ..
1
Christian’s basketball team ran
Haven ......... ..6 5
into a determined Unity ChrisFrens ..........
tian team here Friday night,
and dropped an exciting 65-64
game, in the Unity gym. The

* Thirty-three building permits
totaling $1,282,812 were issued
in

December by City

loss was the Maroons’ third
against six wins.

Building

InspectorJack Langfeldt

in

The game, a

thriller from
start to finish, saw the lead

City Hall.

A

permit for the

Home

Fur-

2

4
2

A

Hamilton

West Ottawa

Mr. and Mrs. Dale Groertheide and family returned last
week from a two-week vacation

Takes Sixth

in Florida.

The Rev. Warren Burgess

Win, 78-70

in-

stalledthe following new consisWest Ottawa’s basketball team
5 tory members in Haven Re17 formed Church. Installed as rolled to its sixth win at the
i dkters were Floyd Kaper, Mar- year here Friday night with a
vin Klokteert'
Bernard
78-70 victory over Hudsonville.
64 Voorhorst. John Veldhoff was
Paced by their frontcourt
ordained and installedas elder.
TP Deacons installed were Wallace men, forwards Les Zommer.
11

and

Totals ....... . 25 14 22
Unity Christian (65)
FG FT PF
Schut, f ........
2 Kempkers end Robert Payne. maand and Mark Scheerhorn
3 19 Orval Essink, Dale Groenheide,
De Good, f ... ..
7
and center Lynn Loncki, the
4
6 and Carl Tidd were ordained
Talsma, c ..... ..
2
Panthers steamrolled through
2 25 and installed as deacons. The
Nysse, g .....
the first three quarters, holding
Senior
Choir
sang
during
the
2
5
Masselink,g .. ..
3
2 morning service and special leads of as much as 20 points.
0
Bosker ........ ..
0

10

4

6
2

change hands 19 times, in addition to being tied 14 times. The
largest lead in the game was
office accounted for the greater
the Maroons’ 37-31 and 39-33 Lubbers .......
0
4 numbers were given by the| Each team started hot in the
share of the total.
margins early in the third Grasman ..... .. 1 .0
1
2 Youth Choir in the evening.
first quarter,hitting Trom the
There also were new houses
quarter. Unity four times held
The Guild for Christian Ser- outside and from underneath.
for $47,446, one industrial
three-point leads, for their bigTotals ...... . 22 21 16 65 vice was scheduled to meet In the quarter, Hudsonville hit
foundation for $8,000, and 26
YES, IT'S A CAR — A cor porked along
gest advantage.
Year's tve. Grand Valley State College
Tuesday evening.New Officers a sizzling53 per cent while
permits for residentialand comside 34th St. just east of Pine Ave. is almost
Art Tills for Christian,and
near Allendale closed Thursday afternoon
were to be installed and the West Ottawa connected on 47
mercial alterations.There also
E. Jonoski
John Nysse for Unity put on a
completelycovered with snow, a good share
program “Gifts in Differing per cent but the Panthers made
because of snow storms and no classes were
were two demolition permits for
scoring duel in the first period,
Measure” was to be in charge one more bucket to hold a slim
of it thrown by city plows. It's part of the
held
Friday.
Holland
public
schools
were
in
houses.
which ended in a 14-14 tie. Nysse Dies at
of
Mrs. Orval Essink, Mrs. Ad- 21-18 lead. Leading the Pan26-inch blanket of snow which has been
session but most other schools were closed.
Twelve applications for buildaccounted for eight points and
dison Lohman, Mrs. Lloyd Hoff- thers was Scheerhorn with
fallingin Western Michigan ever since New
(Sentinel photo)
Mrs. Edmund (Jeanne) Jono- man, Mrs. Paul Veldhoff, and
ing permits totaling $34,748
Tuls for seven.
eight.
were filed last week. They folAs Tuls scored his third bas- ski, 120 Country Club Rd., who Mrs. Norman Jurries. Social
I
The West Ottawa defense
low:
realize the fans come out to ket of the quarter with 1:09 has been a Holland resident hostesseswere Mrs. Leo Losince
August
1960,
died
of
cansee them and not the owners, left, he fell heavily on his wrist,
Robert Boraman, 203 West
catis Mrs Uwrence Rakker !tightened in the Second (luartcr
Eagles only five
must search for other means and was forced to leave the cer early Saturday at her mIc
21st St., enclose porch, $800;
Mrs. Sophia Schipper, and Mrs.
baskets m 19 attempts.Loncki
of bargainingand a fair share game for the rest of the half. home. She has donated her body Merina Perin.
Neal Exo, contractor.
managed to block several shots
of the televisionrights adding to He appeared briefly in the third to the Universityof Michigan
Robert Andree, 83 East 23rd
Guild Bible Study leaders for
the player’s pension is a classic quarter and played most of the School of Medicine for cancer 1969 will be Mrs. Bernard Voor- and was devastatingon the
St., renjodel bath, $150; self,
final period, with the wrist research with arrangements horst, Mrs. Peter Lamer, Mrs. boards while guard Jim Visser
example.
contractor.
through the Dykstra Funeral Lawrence Custer, Mrs. Alan stole the ball several times.
Who to side with is your own taped tightly.
H. Langejans.178 River Ave.,
The second quarter saw West
choice. Are the players receivBob Haven replaced Tuls, Chapel.
drop ceiling, panel walls, $1,500;
Gates, Mrs. Robert Timm, Mrs.
Ottawa
hit on 38 per cent of
Mrs.
Jonoski
was
prominent
ing a justified share of base- with Steve Vander Ploeg movself, contractor.
Marvin Klokkert, Mrs.
to,
in
local
musical
circles
and
More
of
the
same
—
snow
and
ing
from
forward
to
guard.
Ivan Schrotenboer, 18 West
the temperature to 19 degrees ball’s income?
Maatman, and Mrs. Elvin
e‘?ht of ?'•
/ommermaand hit on six points,
Jim summed up the players Haven sparked the Maroons in was a member of the Hope erjnk
Ninth St., demolish commercial blizzards — continued in the lo- at 11 a.m. today, up from 15
College
string
quartet.
Before
cal area today and snow depos- degrees at 6 a.m. The 11 a.m. feelings when he said, “I the second quarter with nine
building; self, contractor.
Mr.' and Mrs. J. B. Mitchell ll0^010^ r
wouldn’t care to predict what’s points, as he turned in his best moving to Holland she had been returned New Year's Day from
| Martin Haveman, 187 East its on the ground mounted to 26 reading Thursday was 13.
“lles
and Vis10th St., kitchen cupboards, inches, causing still more probSchools not in session Friday going to happen in the spring.” game of the season, ending with first violinist for the Detroit Birmingham, Ala., where they sej.s
, ...
Rule Changes
17 points, and grabbing nine Symphony Orchestra and phior spent part of the holiday vaea- j'f. ha
$900; Cornie Overwey, contrac- lems on where to dump plowed were Holland Christian, West
ot';awa led
snow.
Unlike
Phil
Regan,
who
we
rebounds. Nysse again scored to that she was first violinist for tion with
4°-.31' P!5ed ^ Scheerhorn s 13
tor.
Ottawa, Grand Haven, Zeeland,
Pastor W. Hofraan conducted
They also controlN the
A and W Restaurant, 139 East The outlook was not encour- Hamilton, Seventh Day Adven- had talked with earlier and who eight of Unity’s 15 second quar- the Chicago Symphony OrchesEighth St., brick veneer, $1.H)0; aging, calling for colder tonight tist, Borculo Christian, South felt the rule changes concerning ter points, as the half ended tra. She had also played with the services on Sunday in the ^°ar jS’ Pah1"?
re'
David Holkeboer, contractor. with readingsfrom 2 above to Olive Christian, Hudsonville, the strike zone and height of with the game deadlocked29-29. the Tony Bennett Orchestra. ChristianReformed Church. doundsI t0 Hudsonville s 18.
Christian made only 26 per She was a member of the PEO Harlan Meiste was installed as:Havf La^mt‘rs paced tho
John Fink, 108 East 33rd St., 7 below, and a chance of more Grand Valley State College,
cent of their shots in the first Sisterhood, the Holland Garden elder and Paul Schaap as
s Wldl seven points in the
cabinets in kitchen, $500; Dave snow flurries.
Saugatuck and St. Peters in
half.
half, as they had quarters of Club and the Women’s Society con at the morning service.
A slight moderation boosted Douglas.
Holkeboer, contractor.
five of 20 and six of 22. The for ChristianService of the
Du Mez, 31 East Eighth St.,
The Golden Hour Circle con- Each team began with a
United
Methodist
Church.
Crusaders
were
six
of
17
and
freight entrance in rear, $1,000;
ducted the vesper service on flourish startingthe second half.
Surviving
besides
the
husfive
for
18
for
31
per
cent.
Sunday in the Belvedere Home. Each squad matched the other
Dave Holkeboer, contractor.
At
Inn
Nysse put Unity into a 31-29 band are two daughters,Mari- Mrs. Ray Schrotenboerwas the for baskets until Zommermaand
John Vande Luyster, 982 Genlead to open the second half, anna, a student at Western speaker and special music was took over. Hitting on six buckeral Ave., repair inside stairA dinner meeting at Holiday before the Maroons scored Michigan University, and Janet
ets and one free throw, helped
given by Pam Albers.
way, $250; self, contractor.
Inn was held by the Holland eight straight points, the first at home; one son, Steve, a stuBy Vera Plagenhoef
The Couples Club met Sunday the Panthers with 13 points. In
1 Charles Vander Ven, 212 ColJaycee AuxiliaryWednesday six by Steve Baker, to go ahead dent at the De Vry Institutein
The reserve clause is an inevening following the evening the quarter West Ottawa conlege Ave., aluminum siding on
evening.
Chicago;
one
sister,
Mrs.
nected on 10 of 19 shots for 52
37-31.
Harley
Masselink
hit
a
genious
baseball
contract
deservice.
one wall, $400; Alcor Inc., conThe meeting was called to pair of charity tosses and Dan Dorothy Clines, and her mother,
vice which gives a club and its
Pastor and Mrs. Hofman plan per cent. At the end of the
tractor.
order by President Mrs. Wil- Brower countered with a bucket, Mrs. Nellie Spier both of
to entertain all present and in- quarter, they led by 20 points,
1 Silver Creek Land and Invest- owners a continuing option on
liam Keizer after the dinner.
Millard, Neb.
and
the
Maroons
were
leading
the
services
of
a
player
and
coming
consistory members at their largest of the came, 63-43.
ment, addition to Standard StaMrs. George Steggerda re- 39-33.
Memorial s e r v i ce s were their home this evening.
The Panthers held Hudsontion at Woodbridge and Paw protects its property rights in
ported on the Christmas basket
Dave De Good then scored held Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. at Mr. and Mrs. Peter Lamer ville to only 10 shots and four
Paw Dr., (await Council action), him.
the Auxiliary donated to a Hol- four for Unity, and Nick Talsma the First United Methodist
returned last Saturday from a baskets. Leading the Eagles was
$2,080; *>elf, contractor.
What was the reason for the
land area family. The basket three, and the Crusaders were Church with the Rev. Hilding
Russ Elliot with five points.
week’s vacationin Florida.
Keith Ditch, 924 Pine Ave., adoption of such a clause?
consisted of toys and clothes for in front 40-39. Tuls put Chris- Kilgren officiating.
The Eagles tried a strong
Special music in the Baptist
house and garage, $25,900; Russ
Baseballowners, both sportsthe children and food.
tian ahead 43-41, and they maincomeback
in the final period
church
on
Sunday
was
given
by
Kempker, contractor.
men and businessmen, are inA pool party for Special Edu- tained the lead to the end of
Injunction Sought
a group from the Cedar Springs as they outscored the Panthers
Mrs. James Postma, 15 West terested in financial success.
cation students is planned for the quarter, which ended 51-49.
27-15. But with such a large
area.
28th St., tile ceiling in kitchen, To achieve this owners Realized
next week with four auxiliary Three free throws by Nysse Against City Marina
lead built up, the game was
Benjamin
Conner
is
spending
$168; Martin Vande Guchte, that contests have to be suffimembers and husbands as an a De Good basket moved GRAND HAVEN - The City a leave at his home following already out of reach. With just
contractor.
ciently interesting and uncerchaperones. Mrs. John Bristol Unity to a 54-51 lead, after of Grand Haven, William Creacompletion of his basic training under three minutes left in the
tain of outcome in order to atson, mayor, was named defenis chairman.
which the Maroons regained the
game, coach Jack Bonham
with the Marine Corps.
tract fans and hence make
Mrs. Bruce Williams asked lead 55-54 with Haven and dant in a civil action in Ottawa
New
consistory members were cleared his bench.
money. For this reason no
for assistance for the March of Brower scoring. The lead then Circuit Court Friday. William
Bonham, pleased with his
installedat the morning service
single owner can sell the proDimes coffees. Mrs. Lee Russ- changed hands on each of the and Hardy Bedford, owner of
by
the
Rev.
John
Niewsma
in team’s performance,praised
Gerald Millar and his grand- duct by himself; he must marcher and Mrs. Paul Schroten- next six baskets until Christian the Wharf Marina, and Tom
Hamilton Reformed Church. In- the work of his frontcourt men.
mother Mrs. Dengler and ket it in conjunctionwith his
boer will assist her. Mrs. David went up by three 63-60. Unity Alberda. owner of Bauman’s
stalled as elders were Francis Together they combined for 54
Burton Yaeber of Countryside, fellow owners.
Lake reported a Mothers March tied the game with 2:29 remain- North Shore Marina, both on
Folkert and Harry dipping. points, and along with Visser s
111. spent New Years with his
While other entrepreneurs
meeting will be held at City ing. Haven connectedon a free Grand River, seek a temporary
Jim Kaat
John Spaman was ordained and 17 markers, the Panthers had
parents,Mr. and Mrs Orville can give their support to the
Hall, Jan. 16 for Captains and throw at 2:16 to end the scor injunction against the city.
ballplayer’svieivpoint
installed as elder. Harold Peters four men in double figures.
Millar of Douglas.
law of supply and demand, at
They claim that City Council
Lieutenants.
ing for the Maroons. With 1:40
. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pan- least in regard to the mass of attractive offer to the public by The plans for the Gold Key left Nysse put in the winning is constructing a large marina was installedas elder and Dale Leading the team was ZommerDampen and Arnold Yonker maand’s 23 points. Scheerhorn
etta of Lansing came last week- industrial workers, baseball offering us $1,000,000.However, Ball ore well under way. Mrs.
basket for the Crusaders. After on Grand River, near the Wharf were ordained and installed as was close behind with 21 points
end to drive their children home owners are in no position to revenues jumped from $30 mil- Alex Rivera and Mrs. Terry
regaining possession of the ball, Marina, in downtown Grand deacons.The junior choir sang and played an excellent game
after they had spent two weeks support this laissez-fairedoc- lion to $50 million in the last Husted talked about the decorUnity went into a stall for most Haven, and plans to sell at during the morning service. The on defense.
visitingtheir grandparents, Mr. trine.
few years. With four new clubs ations and passed out material of the final minute and a half, retail prices gasoline and petroHamilton Four, composed of
Hudsonvillealso placed four
The owners soon realized, as costing $850,000 we’re then get- to members for making decora- to clinch the win.
and Mrs. Lynn McCray.
leum products,in competition Lloyd Lohman, Steward Van
men in double figures led by
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rea businessmen would sooner or ting $150,000 which hardly cov- tions. There will be workshops In the second half Christian wth several private marinas in
Dyke, Julian and Earl Smit, Dave Lammers and Russ Elliott
attended their Squart Dance later, the cause of high major ers 600 players.”
Monday evenings et Mrs. Riv- had quarters of eight for 25 and the city.
sang at the evening service.
wtih 17 points each. Sam Runge
Club Christmas party in Mish- league salaries.
era’s home.
They claim that selling of
Player Intent
six for 18, for a game total of
Mrs. Jack (Ann Dampen) and Ron Bosch chipped in 12
awaka, Ind. last Saturday It was competition among “We don’t want to delay the Mrs. John Schalk was a guest. 25 baskets in 85 attempts for such products constitutesunfair
Eding was received by transfer and 11 points respectively.The
night as guests of Mr. and Mrs. themselvesfor players. Not start of the season. We’re maka frigid 29 per cent. The Cru- competition with local business- from the Overisel Reformed Eagles held an edge in reWilliam Davis. Eighteen guests only were the wealthierclubs ing every effort on our (players)
A daughter,Janie Lynn, was saders were six of 18 and five men and is contrary to the con- Church. Jack Japink was rebounding, gathering21 caroms
threatened but st> was the whole
Were present.
born to Mr. and Mrs. Larry for 12 in the second half. They cept of a free enterprise socie- ceived into the membershipon
part.”
to the Panthers’ 17. Overall
• Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Davis professional format of baseball.
Jim, player representative for D aim an 329^ Washington ended with 22 baskets on 65 ty. They also claim that the confession of faith.
West Ottawa led by a slim marIn 1879, to meet the problem,
have returned home after spendarea is now adequatelyserved The RCYF group met Sunday gin, 43-39.
the Twins, feels the delay is on Blvd., this morning in Holland shots, for 33 per
league
owners
began
restricting
ing the holidays with their
Nysse had a game high of 25 by private business.
evening. A film, “The Image
the owners part, who just made Hospital.
Shooting percentages for the
daughter and husband, Mr. and competitionfor the services of their first offer to the players
of God” was shown. In charge game revealed West Ottawa
Mrs. Jack Homer of Elk players. They did this by intro- about ten days ago. “If they
were Sonja Lohman, Luann holding a slight edge, making
Grove Village, 111. On New ducing the reserve clause.
Heyboer, Dean and Roger 44 per cent while the Eagles hit
wouldn’t have put negotiations
The clause was used not only
Years Eve they received word
off till now we may have had
Boerigter.
on 42 per cent. But the Panthers
to
stop
clubs
from
bidding
up
of the death of Mrs. Davis’
the problem solved. We wanted
Following the evening service, took nine more shots, taking 73
salaries
but
to
reduce
the
adsister, Mrs. Harrison Jackson
to negotiate in September or
a half-hour prayer service was shots to 64 for Hudsonville.
vantage which wealthy clubs
of Wayland.
October.”
held in the Hamilton Reformed
West Ottawa (78)
leld
over
less
prosperous
ones
. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Hershan
Church in observanceof the an“We can understand their
FG FT PF TP
in
securing
baseball
talent.
and son of Dallas, Texas spent
nual Week of Prayer at the betactics,”Jim noted, feeling that
Zommermaand, f 10
0 23
Fine
you
say.
But,
this
was
the ChristmasHolidays with
ginning of the new year.
they’ll
hold
out
as
long
as
posScheerhorn,
f
....
3 21
all done at the expense of the
their daughter Sally and mother,
The Guild for Christian Ser- Loncki, c .......
2 10
man
who
makes
the game what sible so that the players will
Mrs. Julia Deike.
vice was scheduled to meet Visser, g .......
“crack” as the season draws
2 17
it is — the player, who was deHarold McEldowney and Mr.
Tuesday evening of this week. Klies, g .........
0
prived
the
right
to
bargain nearer.
and Mrs. Albert DeLong of
The program, “Gifts in Differ- Dalman, g ......
Near Unanimous Support
3
freely in his marketplace.
Chicago spent the News Year's
ing Measure” was to be in
“We have just about unaniPlaggemars, g ..
2
Player Strike
weekend at their home on the
charge of Mrs. Thelma Deters Tripp, c .........
2
The
adoption of the reserve mous support on this thing,
Lakeshore.
and Mrs. Julia Folkert. Social
clause led to the first, and up to there are a few stragglers.”
Ensign Erik Peterson who
hostessesare Mesdames Ruth
We’re just going to have to
Totals ........ 33 12 14 78
'has been home on a 10-day this time, the only player strike sit down more often. We’ve
Brink, Bernice Engelsman,
Hudsonville (70)
leave visiting his parents Mr. in baseball history.
Joyce Lezman, and Hazel Folfn 1885 a Brotherhoodof Pro- made ourselves available. It
FG FT PF TP
and Mrs. Holland E. Peterson,
kert. The following officers Bosch, f .........
3
fessional Baseball Players was all boils down to a matter of
5
3 11
left for Athens, Ga. on Sunday.
were to be installed by Mrs. Phillips,f ......
3
0
formed
which, because of the public personal opinion,
0
6
Mr. and Mrs. David Lewis
Shirley Hommerson, past presiRunge, c ........ 3 6 3 12
clause, led to the strike in 1890. whether one favors the owner
spent a week visiting her
dent
of
the
Guild:
President:
Lammers, g .... 8 1 0 17
During that season, in addition or the player.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Cheryl Kempkers; vice presiKaat feels the “ballplayer is
Elliot, g ........ 8
to the National League and the
1
3 17
Van Os and Christmas week
dent, Mary Drenten; secretary
Harvey, c ...... 1 0 2 2
American Association, a Play- most important to the game”
with his parents, in Bart’esVirginia
Dykema;
treasurer,
and is anxious to see a commisers League was formed
Kuiper, g ....... 2 1 8 5
;ville, Okla. They returned to
Sue Dykhuis; secretaryof edThe result was disastrous as sioner elected who will be
!the University of Michigan
ucation, Dorothy Kaper; secreall three leagues were huge more objective.
Totals ........ 28 14 14 70
where they are students. Montary of spirituallife, Genevieve
“We
would
be
in
favor
of
a
financial fjpps during the seaday and were accompanied by
Haakma; secretary of organizaman with
baseball backson.
Misses Doreen Van Os and Miss
tion. Betty Spaman: secretary
ground,
but
one
tough
enough
After negotiations, the Playof service, Ruth Dubbink; asKathleen Kelly, also students
to
look
at
something
from
the
ers League was dropped the
sistant secretary of service,
.'there.
following year and baseball was players view and be more obEileen Hoekje.
*•; Bill Schumacher of Douglas,
jective
between
owners
and
back to normal, to the point
Mary Rigterink, daughter of
U student at Grand Valley State
the reserve clause, which players.Since Judge Landis
Mr.
and Mrs. Gil Rigterink, unp College was host to a New that
was the chief reason for the (Kenesaw Mountain) commisderwent surgery last week MonYear’s Eve party at his home.
sioners
have
been
puppets
of
strike, was still in effect.
day in Blodgett Hospital, Grand
Those present w- re mostly After 78 years baseball play- the owners.”
Rapids. Ivan Lezman is in Fergraduates or ‘68: ^adet Vince
Effects of Clause
ers are again revolting, to a
guson Hospital, Grand Rapids,
Mocini of Claremore,Okla, Tom
What
began
historically
with
point at least.
following surgery last week
Fosdick home on leave from the
Still obligated to play out the reserve clause 78 years ago
Monday.
Navy in Memphis, Term.; long options, unlike the pro- is still having its effect on
The auditing committee for
.Misses Doreen Van Os, a studfe&sionalfootball leagues, where baseball today as men jockey
1968 reports is Justin Schievink
ent at the University of Mich- options run for only one season,' for more money and more
and Andrew Dykema.
igan. Kathleen Kelly, also a the baseball player is still un- secure positions, as do people
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Smith restudent at Michigan, Dodie der the wings of the owner.
in every walk of life, within the
turned last week from a week’s
Wilson, a student at Central
This has led to recent hass- conditions that exist.
vacation in Florida during the
Michigan University and Bill ling between the players and the
Baseball will suffer the conholiday season.
Hamlin of Saugatuck.
sequences of the clause but,
business oriented owners.
Ben Mocini and Vince Mocini To discover what the players hopefully, will survive them.
returned to their studies Sunday grievances are we called Jim
BPW Employes Okay
The St. Louis Globe-Demoafter two weeks with their Kaat, Zeeland native and Min- crat in 1889 said, “The reserve
Bargaining Rights
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Julio nesota Twin pitcher, at his off rule is, on paper, the most unMocini. Ben is a student at season job in Minneapolis.
By a vote of 47 to 11, Board of
fair and degrading measure
^Central Michigan University and
Public Works employes Friday TO FT. BENNING - Army
ever passed in a free country.
Crux of Problem
.Vince is going to school under
approved local 515M, building Pvt. Robert J. DeVries, 23,
“I think the public is wrong Still, it is necessaryfor the
the Navy Program in Clare- when they think there is a big safety and preservationof the
son oft Mr. and Mrs. James
service employes union (AFLDeVries, 21 East.27th St., is
CIO)) as sole representative for
more Okla.
dispute. It boils down to tele- national game.”
dumped into the trucks via the snowloader.
collectivebargaining.
home on a 28-day leave after
This it does by disallowing FAMILIAR SCENE - It’s getting to be part
vision rights. We always had a
of the routine. Ugh! IPs not unusual to turn
Here chunks of snow are being scooped up
Supervisorsand clerical emcompleting AIT at Ft. Polk,
share in these rights,” which monopolies which would ruin
Marriage Licenses
the
corner
and
see
the
city crew removing
and
dumped
into a truck where it is deposited,- ployes were not included in the
the
one
ingredient
which
exLa., and will leave Jan. 17
work
on
a
percentage
basis,
Ottawa County
snow. As a matter of fact, some find it fason the site of the former city sanitary landvoting unit. Employes voted at
to attend NCO School at Ft.
Douglas Lee Sikkeraa, 20, and “and now they took them away plains baseball’s success . . .
the James
Young light Banning, Ga. His wife will
cinating to watch the plowed snow being
fill area at Sixth St. and College Ave.
competition.
Bonnie Marie Meyer, 20, Hud- from us.”
plant.
(Sentinelphoto)
Meanwhile, the players, who
They’ve (owners) made an
accompany him to Georgia.
sonville.

nace division of Lear-Siegler
for a new $1,200,000plant and
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Mark 45th

Harrington

Anniversary

Bus Plight

Appealed
A copy of a petition signed byHarrington school residents
seeking state interventionin
transportation po.'Uies of the
Holland School District was presented to the Board of Educa-

tion at its monthly meeting
Monday night by lx* Boothby,

KLONDIKE DERBY — These boys were among the 160 Boy
Scouts representing 11 troops and 22 patrols taking part in
the annual KlondikeDerby Saturday at Pigeon Creek Park.
The winners of Derby, which was sponsoredby the Chippewa
DistrictActivitiesCommittee with Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity, were the Panthers and the Buffaloes of Troop 22, the
Cuckoos of Troop 151 and the Bats of Troop 11. They will now
compete in the Grand Valley Council Klondike.

Niles attorney representing the
Harrington group.

The petition,in effect, asks
the State Board of Educationto
order the Holland hoard to provide transportation for students
of the Herrington district which
was annexed to the Holland district last spring. Also involved

was taken. It

is expected the
is the Federal district included matter will be discussed furthin the same election for county er among superintendentsin
the county.
school reorganization.

Klondike
Derby Draws

On

The local board's policy is
that it
..should
... .....
not
... provide
... ovser-

HELPS BAND FUND

motion of Harvey Buter,
.....
the board congratulatedMemvices for one group without pro- her Russel Fredricks whose son
viding the same services for has had a book published; ofother areas with the same prob- ficially gave recognition to
Saturday .......
the men of Alpha
lems. A transportation election Holland Christian High School Phi Omega fraternity helped
calling for lli mills was taken Band and its director, Henry host the Rnv Smnt’c onn„oi
off the Aug. 6 ballot after court Vender Linde, on high honor
T?!
litigationchallenged Holland'sand achievementon being invit- K,,on(,,ke Derby which is held
right to take over the Harring-cd to march in the Inaugural in mid-winter for the scouts
ton end Federal districts. ~ Parade, and sent condolences in from the greater - Holland area.
Boothby’s petition reviewed the death of James Crozier who This year 160 bovs participated
the current problems, particu- had worked on several
,
larly with respect to the Holland committees in the past in re- rePre*sentm8H troops and 22
district'staking over existing organization and annexation stu- Patrols,
buses from the Harringtondis- dies, and as president of the The Derby, which was held
Band
at Pigeon Creek Park, is a
Boothby made it clear the President Lamb presided at contest between patrols based
new action is not associated the meeting and Mrs. G. S. on scouting skills, such as first
with the reorganizationchal- MacKenzie gave the invocation, aid, signaling and nature lore,
lenge brought by Federal and John Keuning was absent. The patrols were scored on the
Harringtonresidents, who also About 40 visitorswere present, points they earned at each of
retain him as legal
the six problem stations and the
Before Boothby presented the
Q+a«i«
points earned for elapsed time.
petition,several Harrington
tJlUf.
The four winning patrols were
parents headed by Herb Wiers- a
i
.
the Panthers and the Buffaloes
ma protested lack of transpor\ f\
from Troop 22, the Cuckoos
tation in view of hazards, par11
I
from Troop 151, and the Bats
ticularlythe current icy roads,
from Troop 11. They will now
narrow streets and increased
compete in the Grand Valley
traffic on 32nd St. because of
Council Klondike.
repairs to South Shore Dr. and
The Klondike was organized
the interestsin winter sports at
by the Chippewa District ActiviCarousel Mountain.
ties Committee, which was asPresent from the transportasisted in the judging by Hope
tion division of the State DeCollege's Nu Beta Chapter of
partment of Educationwere
the
Alpha Phi Omega, NationHarold Wagner, supervisor, and
al
Sendee
Fraternity.The KlonDick Hendra, also with the
dike is one of the fraternity’s
transportationstaff. Wagner
services to the college and to
said the school district itself de-

—

r

Henry S. Moentz,

Public Works, presents a $1,000 contriBPW to Gerald Van Noord,
(left) chairman of the finance campaign to

band to ^Vashingtoh D.C. for the Presidential Inaugural parade on Jan. 20.
Van Noord expressedappreciationfor the
contributions already received toward the
budgeted goal of $15,000.

send the Holland Christian High School

(Van Den Berge photo)

bution from the

160 Scouts

the

,

...

,

school .

trict.

-

(right) president of the Holland Board of

Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Bobeldyk
and Mrs. Marinus Bobel- Roger (Gertie) Rit^ema of Holdyk, M3 Vander Veen Ave., will land, Mrs. Bruce (Henrietta)
celebrate their 45th wedding an- Liesure of Nunica, Mrs. Louis
niversary Saturdaywith an open (Janet) Mulder of Hallendale,
house at their home from 2 to Fla., and Wallace of Holland,
4 and 7 to 9 p.m. Friends, neigh- and their six grandchildren at a
bors and relatives are invited.
family dinner Thursday at the
The Bobeldykswil also enter- Beacon Restaurant, Grand
tain their four children, Mrs. Haven.

\

Hospital Notes Hope Receives
Admitted to Holland Hospital Du Pont Grant
Monday were Violet Hanson, 574
West 22nd St.; Juliet De Boer,

’

Hamilton; Herbert Lacy, Fennville; Etta Callaway, Woodhaven, Zeeland; Mrs. Austin Walker, 146 170th Ave.; Christine
Tibbitts, 2469 William; William
J. Dykhouse, Grand Haven;
Marilyn Van Voorst, 930 South
Washington; Douglas Laarman,
589 Douglas; Theodore Wierda,
290 Maerose; Mrs. Lester Kleinheksel, route 3; Anthony Santora, route 3; John Kammeraad, 546 West 24th St.; Mrs.

Boosters.

-

counsel.
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the community as

ARENAS MILITARY RITES -

The body of

to

perform military rites at the grave. Funeral

Sp-4 Reynaldo Arenas is carried to the grave-

services for Arenas, who was killed in action

side Saturday in Pilgrim Home Cemetery by

in

friends of the family.

The

military escort

arrived from Ft. Benjamin Harrison in time

Vietnam on Jan.

has been in Vietnam since

Anyone

Zeeland Teachers Head
Cast for

'How

to

annual used - book musical to be presented by Hol-

sale. and moving furniture for land Community Theatre Feb.
i the County Welfare Bureau.
14, 15, 20, 21, and 22. Director
Mrs. Robert Greenwood has

N. H. Shimmell

transportation following district
reorganization, and the board's
decision to withdraw the issue

Dies at Age 63

Kunkel

1st Lt. Daniel H.

cha’.-

Succeed'

^

I

ambush.

"

C°-

v

„

...

Re

aU

groups

, T

production

Burkholder,Mr. Womper; Joe
and Nancy
Norling and Mrs. Ernest Penna,
scrubwomen.
In roles of junior executives
are Phil Kimberley, Don Kolkman, George Bergevenne,Tom
Speet and Harold Derks. Ap-

dellly, Peterson;

wold.

“How To Succeed” with book
by Abe Burrows, Jack Weinstock and Willie Gilbert and
music and lyrics by Frank
Loesser, has one of the most
famous titles in the annals of
American musical comedy production. This is the musical that
won both the Pulitzer Prize, and

the

New York Drama

Rehearsalsare in

COMMERCIAL

—

RESIDENTIAL

t

202 E.8th St.

INC.

HEAVY SHEET METAL

WORK

•

AIR CONDITIONING
DUCTS

•

HEll-ARC WELDING

•

EVES TROUGHING

DIV. OF RELIABLE

ran

full swing.

Mrs. Burkholderis working
with leads and chorus assisted
by Mike Lucas as chorus master. Mrs. Marilyn Perry is serving as choreographer,
and Sandy Decker is assistant director
for the production with Mrs.
Nienhuis as stage manager.

MAKES

SERVICE FOR ALL

,

1

LAWSON

CLINTON

JACOBSEN

CUSHMAN

mi

HOLLAND
SHEET METALING.
PHONE

Prompt, Guaranteed Servlet

KEYS

B mmmmmmmpm

LOCKS REPAIRED

392-3394

82 East 8th

Edu-

19 E. 6th

f BONDED LOCKSMITH

St.

WANT SOFT
WATER?

St.

Ph.

392-9721

FREt ESTIMATES

REIMINK'S

I

"Dependable"
PLUMBING & HEATING
Thii seal meant

BODY SHOP
(SPECIALISTS igk

you arc dealing

with an

ethical

who

Plumber

BUMP SHOP

it

efficient,reliable

Quality Workmanship

and dependable.

PHONE 772-6471
RENTAL-HOME OWNED
COMMERCIAL

• BUMPING
• REFINISHING
• BODYWORK

George Harry Bibart, 46. of

R. E.

Residential• Commarcial

BARBER FORD

US-31 and E. 8th St.

304 Lincoln

23 ,0x y?1' erat°r s license.The other driv-

^

.Ue,'e a

h

f

Ph. 392-9647

°HONE 396-2361

'

WAVER wells

er- Jose Miguel Castaneda, 26,

ima

iTslVbleras<'0mP

of 270 East 14,h St *
|

was

cited

M00I

f”v,ailure t0 >,ield thc ri8ht ot

t
.....
“Harn,l„
l/st
un„
,iTt!Lj0hnS0n

1

Police said the Bibart car
was headed south on Lincoln and
,U Seme^. '°r
Castaneda vehicle going
eram
, p1r0‘ 1 west on 14th St. when the accil° n|i- 0 ne ' bent occurred.
Holland district. John Flieman Three Caslaneda chi|dren re.
was conrprned over hazardous
ceived minor injuries, police
icy roads, but Board President
said, and they were taken care
James O. Lomb pointed out that
of by their mother.
Hamn|?-

Horn#

programs

educationdepartment of
Junior High School.
There was a brief discussion
cial

qn the possibilityof working to
waixi fixed millage for schools
in Ottawa county, but no action

avoid

HAROLD

ROOFING
t

LAN6EJANS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR

fUMPS

and

EAVES TROUGHING

•

SIDING

HAMILTON

Your Local Roofer*

Mfg. & Supply Co.

29 E. 6th

St.

Commarcial- Rasidantial

Water Is Our Business
Ph 392-3826

No

783 Chicago Drive

We Keep Holland Dry

HOME BUILDER

• REMODELING
• STOREFRONTS
• CEMENT WORK

For Over 50 Year*

'Job Too Large or Too Small

3B W. 34th

396-4693

St.

JOHN STERK

ROOFING

Painting -Decorating

ALUMINUM

p.m. Thursday. Both cars were
headed west on 11th St.
Police said Vogelzang atto

Industry

and repairs.Lawnand Farm

transportation issue took parking hls car on 11th St. '300
feet west of River Ave. at 12:43

hitting the

Kossen car and in so doing, slid
into the left front of a parked
car across the street owned by
Donald Bruggink of 880 South
Shore Dr.
Kossen was cited by police
for making an improper start
from a parked position.

—

• ROOFING

cannot solve all safety factors,
since any transportationpro- Three Cars Involved
gram can serve only those stu- In 11th St. Accident
dents certain distances from
Holland police reported a car
speed highways.
driven by Kenneth Lee Kossen,
The school board voted unani- 16, of 224 West Main Ave., Zeemously to refer the copy of the land, struck the right front of
Boothbv petition to its legal
legal | a car driven by Egbert Vogelcounsel, James E. Townsend, zang, 16, of 412 Thomas Ave.,
for study and recommendation. as Kossen was in the process of

tempted

Farm

irrigation, industrial supplias.

alone

up most of the time of the meeting which lasted two hours and
10 minutes. The board approved
hiring Miss Sally Northrup who
received a B.S. degree from
Western Michigan University in
December to teach in the spe-

—

Pumps, motor, taltt, service

1

The

TSfine

MADE

llt,ga' 127 West 24th St., was cited
8 df.CLS10n ? for driving with an expired op-

nHaS

transportation

HEATING

BRIGGS-STRATTON

CALL AND SAY

St. at

rr
d«-!le
Hprkinn He

tP Of

AIR CONDITIONINQ

TECUMSEH WISCONSIN

and GUTTERS

LihLr?^ll0n ag1’ result of a two-car collisionat
V gT^0n ,cleared. Lincoln Ave. and 14th
8:57
James E Townsend legal a.m. Saturday.
u t
ri

physical sciences.

PEERBOLT'S

COMPLETE PLUMBING

rounse! for the Board of

of

strentgh of its instructionin the

ENGINE and
MOWER SERVICE

Critics

Award in 1962, and
34 years on Broadway.
Circle

—

INDUSTRIAL

and HEATING SERVICE

15

purpose

to help the recipient

is

to maintain and enhance the

eventually

together to assure

The

tional needs.
the grant

i

the

wwk

in filling small special institu-

nation’s institutionsof higher

St.

—

would After 2-Car Collision
passage Two drivers were cited as

and $2,000 for discretionary use

DischargedMonday were Hen- education. The firm has awardry Woudstra,302 West 21st St.; ed grants since 1918.
Anna Dalman, 539 College Ave.;
Ana Castaneda,329 West 21st Fails to Yield Way
St.; Joe Cuellar,844 West SevAmanda Jeannette Costing,54,
enth St.; Mrs. Roxie Shuck and of 264 East Ninth St., was cited
baby, 2984 Van Raalte Ave.; by Holland police for failure to
Mrs. Charles Chapman, Hamil- yield the right of way after
ton; Lawrence Brower, 52 West the car she was driving out of
30th St.; James Van Kley, 9 a parking lot on Ninth St. colNorth Division; Mrs. Larry lided with a car driven by Betty
Dalman and baby, 3294 Wash- [Jean West, 33, of 169 East Sixth
ington Blvd.; John Haveman, St., just east of Central Ave. at
180 East 32nd St.
10:33 a.m. Monday.

areas.

D

The grant includes $10,000 for
the Department of Chemistry

Pilkington. Both Miss Van Mrs. Gordon Cunningham, Mrs.
Koevering and Wilson teach in Vern Nienhuis. Judy De Smit,
Zeeland Public Schools.
Mrs. David Van Dam, Ann

;

wounded c

Du Pont De Nemours & Company, Inc. of Wilmington,Del.

cast them in the roles of J. pearing as secretaries are ShelPierrepont Finch and Rosemary ly Speet, Mrs. John Hemple,

goers for his performance as
ample
Mayor Shinn in last year’s production of “The Music Man.”
He described the present Winner of the Silver Medal for
in, FIai
Mrs. Richard Burkholderin adtransportation program that heroism in combat in Vietnam ^ock,ra"d had
provides bus service for kinder- on July 15, Lt. Kunkel
0frrat0r by the Cla^ dition to serving as musical digarteners a mile from school the Purple Heart on Aug. 23; rUnty uRoad Commission until rector will be featured in the
and children in first through the Air Medal, and the Bronze
h‘l/ai!Jllycame t0, Ho1; role of Hedy.
[and in T1T951: He was employed
Also in the cast are Tim Ligsixth grades living 14 miles or Star on Oct. 5.
more from school, not only for The Bronze Star was for • be R.‘ ^ Re1‘!?z
17 gett, Bud Frump; Jane Crellin,
Harringtonand Federal districts heroism on Oct. 5 when Lt. years pn?r„toL hls retirement Smitty; Gordon Cunningham,
^ health
in 1967.
but also for such outlying dis- Kunkel.
Bratt; Mrs. Richard SmallenKunkel, althoueh
although w n n n H p H because of ......
- ......
tricts as Holland Heights and twice, succeeded in getting his v Su,rvJ,J'!nSare the wife, Lilah burg, Mrs. Jones; Nancy Kiel,
Maplewood. Funds were not men safely across a bridge ‘'aSv ^immcll; two sons, Hen- Miss Krumholtz; Victor Tor°t rroy and Daniel L. beck, Twimblee; Mike Lucas,
available for transportation to away from an
The Air Medal was awarded Royal Oak; two daughters, Gatch; Alan Pederson,Jenkins,
secondaryschools, and the
board felt it could not take bud- to Lt. Kunkel who distinguished Mrs. Beatnce Gaver of Clare and Bill Sturgeon,Ovington.
himself by
participating
sus- a. ™rs* Oene (Gail) White of
geted funds for education.
. r_
..... r _____ 0 in __
Others in the cast are Tom
^arren;. one stepson, Leslie Speet, policeman;Phil KimberHe reiterated that the board tained aerial flight in support ^a[refn;
felt it would be irresponsibleto ot combat ground forces in the
^isco; 23 grandchildren; ley, announcer; Don Cranmer,
purchase the needed equipmentRepublic of Vietnam. During seven 8reat-grandchildren; and Toynbee; Bob Bos, Davis; Dan
and embark on a full transpor- the period May 5 to Sept. 23, one brother, Ira Shimmell of De- Stoepker, Tackaberry; Jim
lation program if the status of 1968. he actively participated *rodDykstra, Bookreader; Richard
Harrington and Federal were m more than 25 aerial missions
not resolved since this would over hostile territory,
pose further questions on taxing Both the Bronze Star and the
' Air Medal are given by direction
Bradford expressed the hope of The President. Lt. Kunkel is
that channels of conversationexpected to return to this counwould continue, that both sides try in March.
would avoid controversy and
antagonistic behavior and that Both Drivers Cited

Rn^’
received
i
1968.

interested in working

Mrs. Nienhuis at the threatre
workshop any weekday evening.

Featured as J. B. Biggley Slaughter, P a t Drummond,
be Chester P. Oonk who Becky Serr, Amanda Taub,
will be rememberedby theatre- Michele Miles and Carol Ringe-

‘ipply.

18, 1968.

on^ crew for the

will
the case was scheduledin normal sequence.

May

should contact Miss Decker or

organizing its Homecoming PaAlan Wilson and Sue Van Koerade, ushering at its ball games, vering will lead the cast for
organizing the annual blood “How to Succeed in Business
drive, assisting in the Holland Without Really Trying,” the

AAUW s

Francis

2, were held at St.

de Sales Church at 10 a.m. The Holland soldier

whole.

Others include directing the col-

costs, although appropriations
have not always been sufficient.
Earlier in the meeting. Board
Member Charles Bradford reviewed Holland's plan for a
special millage election for

was

West 22nd

lege’s registration procedures,

imately 75 per cent of allowable

reorganization

a

146th

I.

St.; Mrs. Robert Canfield, 5291
Du Pont has pioneered in pro112th Ave.; Jack Pittman, 293 viding grants in support of the

Kunkel

termines eligibilityand rules
and regulations of its transportation program. He said state
reimbursement is available the
following year based on approx-

when

Herman Menken, 6034

Hope college has been awarded a $12,000 grant by the E.

SIDING
utuA.l*WINTER SLOWS PACE - Two

horses in a

snowy barnyard just off M-40 south of the
city provide an interesting rural picture
quite different from the blizzards last week
which dumped well over two feet of snow

....................
.

on the local area. For a third day, little or
no snow fell in Holland and snow removal
crews concentratedon removing snow from

the downtown area as ground deposits
receded to 20 inches. (Sentinel photo)
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HOLLAND
READY ROOFING
Phon# 392-9051
125

HOWARD AVI.

• COMMERCIAL

•

• RESIDENTIAL
Brush, Spray, Airless

Spray Painting and Hot
Lacquer Wood Finishing

PROMPT SERVICE
ID Yean Experience

od8

So. Shore Dr.

at eraafschap Rd.

ph. 392-8983

(

